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Pope Benedict XVI
gives final blessing
before resignation
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VATICAN CITY(AP)- Pope Benedict XVI bestowed his final
Sunday blessing of his pontificate oil a cheering crowd in St.
Piter's Square, explaining that his waning years and energy
made him better suited to the life of private prayer he soon will
spend in a 'secluded monastery than as leader of the Roman
Catholic Church.
On Thursday evening, the 85-year-old German-Wm theologian will become the first pope to have resigned from the papa, ••
cy in 600 years.
Sunday's noon appearance from his studio window overlooking the vast square was his next-to-last appointment with the
public of his nearly eight-year papacy. Tens of thousands of
faithful and ()thy- admirers have already asked the Vatican for a
seat in the square tor his last general audience Wednesday.
Perhaps emotionally buoyed by the warm welcome, thunderous applause and the many banners reading "Grazie" (Thanks)
held up in the crowd'estimated by police to number 100,000.
Benedict looked relaxed and sounded energized, in sharp contrast to his apparent frailty and weariness of-recent months.
In-a strong And clear voice, Benedict told-the pilgrims, tourists
and tomans in. the square that God had called him to dedicate
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JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times

A large crowd gathers on Morgan Court inside the Gene W. Ray Center Saturday afternoon for the official dedication of the
new basketball practice facility at Murray State University. The center will house both the MSU men's and women's programs,
giving them a place to practice when the CFSB Center, site of Racer home games, is in use.
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powerhouse and may have just obtained a
• big advantage toward making that dream a
reality. Saturday the program opened the
With many mid-major college basketball doors to the Gene W. Ray Center and
programs closing the gap between them- accompanying Morgan Court that give
selves and the so-called big boys of the MSU one of the few state-of-the-art pracgame, the possibility for a mid-major tice-only facilities for mid-majors nationNCAA champion rises with each passing wideaol
"I've got to admit that thought does give
year.
And in that fray of programs that could me goosebumpo," said Ray, a Calloway
someday cut down the nets is Murray State, County native, whb now lives in California
which has become a national mid-major and personally donated $500,000 for the
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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construction of the-- facility that is now
attached to the Racers' game arena, the
CFSB Center."It is just beautiful, and it was
done with first class all the way. It makes a
big statement for this program, but ifs the
right kind of statement."
The new facility will allow both the men's
and women's programs to now have a nearby alternative practice site when the CFSB
Center is not ayailable due to its use for
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SHORT CIRCUIT: Nearly 150 parents and chiciren visited the 15t Floor of MSU's Blackburn Building 'Saturday
morning for the annual Engineering Day, sponsored by the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE).
Here, a father and son work through building a basic circuit,
just one of the many rtlini-science projects available to the
public.
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The National Weather Service
Monday: Increasing clouds
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. High in the upper
50s. East wind 10 to 15 mph,
with gusts as high as 20 mote
Monday Night: Rain and
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Lawmake • are looking to the
lottery for a source of revenue to
shore up entucky's financially
sicm system for
troubled

possibly a thunderstorm. Low
in the low 40s. East wind 10 to
15 mph, gusts as high as 25
mph, becoming south after
midnight. Chance of rain 100
percent.
Tuesday: Cloud with a 60
percent chance of showers.
High in the upper 40s.
Southwest wind 10 to 15 mph,
• gusting as high as 25 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of rain or snow. Low in
the lower 30s. West southwest
wind around 15 mph, gusting
to 20 mph..
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
rain or snow showers. High in
the upper 30s. West wind 10 to
15 mph, gusts to 30 mph.
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tion to .the pension system,
which has a $33 billion unfunded liability.
Yonts'committee is sGheduled
to vote on pension legislation
next Tuesday. The House
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Dinh's mister sees new record broken
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times

Spotter Josh Ortner holds a wooden board as Thomas Reynolds smashes it with his elbow
Saturday as Reynolds set a new world record for elbow breaks in one minute. Watching the
attempt was Grand Master Sung Tae Kim of Erlanger (far left) who came to oversee the taekwondo class of his student, Master Tung Dinh of Murray.
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which could include Keno.
government retiree.
The Greenville Democrat said
Rep. Brent Yonts, chairman of
the House State Government a lottery tax could generate $49
Committee that oversees pen- million a year and that adding
sions, said Friday the latest pro- more games could generate $70
paal would institute a 6 percent million to $90 million. He said
sales tax on lottery ticket sales those actions could be enough to
and implement new games, cover the-state's full contribu-
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Saturday was a special day in
more than one way for tackwondo instructors and students
at Dinh's Quest Fitness Center
in Murray.
, '
First and foremost, Master
Tung Dinh- head instructor at
-Quest, was welcorning his own
mentor — Grand Master Sung
Tae Kim — with whom he had
studied the past 23 years.'
Second, about -40 of Master
Dinh's Students were getting the
chance to show their skills in
front Grand Master Kim with
those performances ending with
their graduation from one belt
color to Another of higher level.
Then there was the third
thing. A world record was broken.
," .
"This was a very rood day.
Dinh said with his trademark
smile, reflecting on how the day
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From Front

Edith Tun
Vanderbilt
incomplete

r

included
Murray
student
Thomas Reynolds setting a new
Guiness world mark for breaking wooden boards with his
elbow in one minute. Reynolds
smashed 58 boards, easily
eclipsing the previous park of
43.
"That' the first time we've
done kmething like that and
yc6c-ould feel the excitement. It
also shows these/ other students
that something like this can be
achieved."
Reynolds' record will not be
official until Guiness officials
• can verify it. A video of the performance - witrie4ed by a
crowd of about 150 people total
— is being sent to Guiness
toflay. Then, Reynolds will have
to repeat his performance in
front orpiguiness officials at a
later date for the record to be
made official.
"I'm proud to be able to show
what Master Dinh has taught
me, especially with his master
here," said Reynolds; who prepared for two months for
Saturday's attempt. "I've lived
in Murray now for 15 years, and
I just feel Murray has taken care
of me. I feels good to give
something back.
"This also gives all of these
-kids that saw this today something they can look forward to
maybe trying as well. It shows

JOHN WRIGHT /
Ledger & Times

(Top) Gene Wells Ray
speaks to a large crowd
Saturday during the dedication ceremony of the
Gene W. Ray
Center/Morgan Court at
Murray State University.
(Right) Bill Morgan is
shown standing on the
hardwood basketball floor
named for his family.

•Racers' practice facility...
From Front
hosting concerts and large events, or because one
of the teams already has it occupied for practice
time.
"I just couldn't be happier," said Ray, a 1960
graduate of MSU who told a crowd of about 400
people at Saturday's dedication ceremony that he
has loved Racer basketball since he was a child
growing up in Calloway County about eight miles
from the MSU campus. "I spent most of my days
trying to imitate the jump shot of Bennie Purcell
(MSU roundball star from the 1950s who was
present Saturday), and I never could get it down
just right.
"But I love this university. I got a great education here and I want to be sure others have the
opportudity I had (he also has started a $1 million
annuity: with MSU's College of Science &
Engineering)..
Athletic Director Allen Ward said he wanted to
make certain that key contributors to the project
were recognized, calling the road from planning to
this point "all about teamwork."
"That's why we're standing here today. It's a
great day tp be a Racer, isn't it?" Ward said, nam-

Investigation nets arrests
for illegal alcohol sales

ing off Ray's contribution, along with the $25,000
in honor of Purcell from the Proud to Be a Racer
Publications, Inc., that wilrhelp fund the Bennie
Purcell Basketball Area inside the Hall of
Champions. Also involved was a scholarship fund
.started by Jim Thomas and Beth Williams in honor
of former Racer great Howie Crittenden, which
will be honored with the Jim Thomas, Beth
Williams, Howie Crittenden Conference Room.
Larry and Susan Suiter provided $100,000 on
that family's behalf. The head coath's suite inside
the - new center was named after that family.
Finally, Bill and Irene Morgan gave $150,000 and,
as a result, had the playing surface named Morgan
Court for those efforts.
Bill Morgan said heielt the need to support this
cause because MSU means so much to his family.
"We've had five generations here," he said
how that streak started with his grandfather, W.
being -one of 12 students in the,y• first graduating class of 1926, four years alter Rainey T. Wells
founded it. It has continued with granddaughter
Emily Gann.
"I am excited and pleased beyond expectations
with this, and it's going to be a difference maker
fdrithe Murray State program I feel sure."
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Grand Master Sung Tae Kim demonstrates a hand hold on
student Cody Mason (left) as Mason's training partner, Mia
Jaco (middle), watches Saturday during a taekwondo seminar
Kim hosted at the school of his longtime student, Master Tung
Dinh of Murray.
them that they really can do where the eighth-degree black
belt martial artist from the •
anything."
That was exhibited in the stu- Cincinnati, Ohio area was able
dents' belt tests as well, a few of to work with many of Dinh's
which had ended with unsuc- students up close. "I have
cessful attempts to break boards watched as he has progressed
in their initial attempts. Dinh, over the ,years. In that time, he
though, did riot let them give up has gone from having a small
and had all of those students go school to this large school, and
into the spotlight for one last try. he has done it by teaching two
All of those studeas succeeded-, forms (styles of both the World -^
which clearly pleased Grand Taekwondo Federation and the
Master Kim.
International
Taekwondo
"I am very proud of Master Federation) and, in this country,
Dinh and how he has taught there are not many places you
these students," said Kim, who see that.
later led an hour-long seminar,
"He has done very well."
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BOMBS AWAY!: 4ids of all ages lined up Saturday morning at the IEEE Engineering Day at
MSU to shoot marshmallows at targets, using only simple machines such as catapults and rubber band launchers. Kristen Garcia, chapter president of IEEE, said it was one of the most popular showings in recent memory.
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•Tax on lottery sales, Ky. pension fix...
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Instant Racing proposal.
The Republican-controlled Senate has already
Appropriations and Revenue Committee'would classed a pension bill that requires the state to
vote separately on the lottery proposal.
make its full contribution to the pension system
Lawmakers have been exploring a variety of bin doesn'tIdentify a funding source to do that:
potential funding sources in recent week for the House Speaker Greg Stumbo said the
pension system, trying to ?Ind the ones that are Democratic-led House wants a designated fund"most palatable."
ing source.
"We've had as high as 19 income streams we've
Sen. Joe Bowen, R-Owensboro, said the state
beeniodking at,'
2 Yonts-said. "These are the ones. needs an additional $125 million a year to make
we're focusing on.",
its full contribution and that the Senate has,made
Lawmakers have discussed increasing thA the commitment to appropriate that in the next
state's cigarette tax from 60 cents to $1 a pack and budget cycle. He said the House should make that '
allowing slot-like machines at all Kentucky horse commitment, too. racing tracks so that the revenue could be taxed.
"Once we make that commitment, then we will
Neither of those appeared to have enough support be obligated to fund it," said Bowen, chairman of
to pass.
the Senate State and Local Government
In Kentucky, actual slots are banned, but two Committee. "But if they see a real sense of
horse tracks have installed similar "Instant urgency in finding a dedicated revenue stream,
Racing" machineethat allow people to wager on unless I feel like it's outlandish, I'm OK 4ith
the outcomes of past horse races. That spawned a that,"
legal challenge that is now pending before the
Qty. Steve Beshear has been pushing for tax
Kentucky Supreme Court. Senate leaders insisted reforms that could generate money for the pension
the Legislature needs to wait for the Supreme system.
Court's ruling before moving ahead with the
From Front

Staff Report
C.

Kentucky State Police reported the
arrests Saturday of three men on
charges of illegal alcohol sales at the.
Calloway County Fairgrounds off Ky.
121 northwest of Murray.
According to KSP, a complaint was
received by. Kentucky Alcohol
Beverage Control officer Donnie
Woods, leading to aninvestigation by
the ABC and KSP, which reVealed
three people were allegedly selling
alcohol illegally in dry territory.
Arrested were Jessie Hunt III, 24, of
Kevil, Isaak Perfetti, 23,of Greenville,
Ill., and Adam Uhrham, 23, of
Chaffeee„ Mo. They were all charged
with trafficking in local option or dry
territory 1st offense and cited to
appear in Calloway District Court.
Individuals facing charges are innocent thintil proven guilty.
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EDWARD MARLOwE / Ledger & Times
ALL IN GOOD SPIRITS: Glen and Laura Walker, of
Murray, take in the large wine selection available at All
In Good Spirits, which opened Friday following a large
shipment of wines and liquors. Located at 1203
Chestnut St. beside Quizno's and Don Taco, the store
has a varied cabinet of spirits and several coolers full of
seasonal ales and imported beers, as well domestic
drafts.

Hell is Where the Heart Is

High-quality
heart care.

by Kenneth Tucker

Close to home.

Biff Kogan, a minor league administrator at Beetlebaum
State University, glum in a dead-end position, sells his
soul to the devil to become the university's thirteenth
president. Professing that he has short-changed his latest client, the devil adds to the bargain Biff's dream
girl, a 1920's* big band singer that only Biff recalls
because he has one of her few surviving, scratchy 78
records. Gleefully, Biff looks to the future, but learns
that deals with the devil are not what they seem. A farcical novel with a cast ,of thousands, including
Napoleon. Nero, Agrippina, Meta Hari, Genghis
Khan,. Dutch Schultz, Mussolini, and a trip to the
nether world that Dante never took.
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"71aciceri (writing) is a prime exampk ofenjoying your work and having fun producing a book that makes
other people enjoy the art of reading." - Ivan Potter. Hickman County Arts Council.
'n

Now available as a paper back at Amazon and Barnes and Noble. Also available on Kindle and
other e- readers. Copies may befound at the Murray State bookstore and at the
Merchant's Mall on highway 94 East,just east of the Eastwood Christian Academy.
Merchant's Mall also has copies of books by Laura Ewald.
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At Lourdes we believe that quality
is as important as convenience
when it comes to heart care
Board-certified nterventional
cardiologrst Ralph Masaps. MD .
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray. is
located in the heart of town, and
offers in-office care for cardiac
strew testing. echocardiograms,
hotter monitoring and more
Plus, as part of the Lourdes
nehelbrk,a Mitsaps works
directly with the hospital'S
cardiac learn to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MRI
and CT. angioplasty and stent
placement. cardiac surgery
and a 24-hour Accredited Chest
Pain Center

Or,ler, 61 CI

To wheals an appointment with Dr Memos ptease call r2701575-8511
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Obituaries

Pope...

Edith Turner

From Front

Edith Turner, 53, of Murray, Ky.; died Saturday. Feb. 23, 2013, at
Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville, Ten.n. Arrangements are
incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

himself "even more to prayer
and meditation," which he will
do in a monastery being renovated for him on the grounds
Ernest Clay McGinnis
behind Vatican City's ancient
Ernest Clay McGinnis, 75,of Slaughters, Ky., passed away Friday,
walls.
Ftb. 22, 2013, at Baptist Health in Madisonville.
"But this doesn't mean abanHe was born July VI, 1937, in Mercer County to
doning the church," he said, as
the late Leslie Clay decGinnis and Laura Mae many in the
crowd looked sad at
Adams McGinnis. He was also preceded in death
his approaching departure. "On
by his daughter, Diana Cheryl Basham on Oct. 17,
the contrary, if God asks me,
2012; one brother and three sisters.
this is because I can continue to
Mr. McGinnis worked for and retired from the serve it
(the church) with the
Kentucky Department of Transportation, where he same dedication and the
same
was a special equipment and heavy equipment
love which I have tried to do so
operator. He loved his garden, lawn mower and- until' now, but
in a way more
weedeater. He loved his two cats and attended First suitable to my age and to my
McGinnis
Assembly of God in Madisonville.
strength."
He is survived by his wife of 52 years, Carolyn
e:
The phrase "tried to" was, the
Ann Bard McGinnis, of Slaughters; one son, Dennis Clay McGinnis
pope's adlibbed addition to his
(AP Photo/Riccardo Do Luca)';
and wife, Rhonda, of Murray; three sisters, Lula Mae Bugg, of
prepared text.
Faithful hold up a banner with pictures of Pope Benedict XVI and writing reading in Italian -'
Harrodsburg, Dorothy Marie Foster, of Hopkthsville and Betty Lou
Benedict smiled in pleasure at "Thank you" as they attend Benedict's last Angelus prayer, in St. Peter's Square, at the
Oswald and husband, Bob, of Arizona; one brother, Jay Lee
the crowd after an aide parted Vatican, Sunday.
McGinnis and wife; Kay, of Princeton; two grandsons, Jacob Clay the white curtain at his window
McGinnis,'of Murray and Bronson Caleb Adams, of Madisonville; and he
gazed at the people pack- papacy and retreat into a world dampened the square earlier in turned away from his window
and one granddaughter, Heather Renee McGinnis, of Murray."
the morning. But when Benedict turd steiiped back down into the
ing the square, craning their ofcbntemplAim.
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m. Monday, Feb. 25, 2013, at
"Prayer is not isolating oneself appeared, to the peal of church apartment, which he will leave
head for a look at him. Giving
Barnett-Strother Funeral Home with Pastor Chris Manning, Rev. greetings in several languages, from the world and its contra- bells as the clock struck noon, Thursday, taking a helicopter to
Richard Gordon and Rev. James Parrish officiating. Burial will fol- he gratefully acknowledged dictions," Benedict told the blue sky crept through the the Vatican summer residence in
low in Odd Fellows Cemetery. Visitation was held frOm 3-6 p.m. what he aid was an
the hills outside Rome while he
outpouring crowd. .He said he had heard clouds.
Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013, and will be held after 12 p.m. on Monday at of "gratitude, affection and God's call to prayer, "which
"We thank God for the sun he waits for the monastery to be
the funeral home.
ready.
closeness in prayer" since he gives breath to our spiritual life" has given us," the pope said.
Pallbearers will be Charles Adancs, James Combs, Wayne Jesse, stunned the church and its '1.2 in a special way "at this moment
A child in the crowd held up a
Even as the cheering continChase Laffoon, Mike Wilkerson and Bobby Parish.
sign
on a yellow placard, written
of
my
life."
ued
and
shouts
of
"Long
live
the
billion members on Feb. II with
Memorial contribdtions may be made to the Mahr Cancer Center his decision to renounce his
Heavy rain had been forecast pope" Went up in Italian and in Italian, "You are not alone,
or the Mission Fund at First Assembly of God. Envelopes will be
1
for Rome. and some drizzle Spanish, the pontiff simply I'm with you."
made available at the funeral home. Online condolences may be
made to the family at www.barnettstrother.com. Arrangements are
being handled by Barnett-Strother Funeral Home, Madisonville.
This is a paid obituary
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Genella Hutson Nesbitt
Funeral services for Genella Hutson Nesbitt, 90, of Murray, Ky.,
Were held at I p.m. Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013, at Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home. The Rev. Glenn Hill officiated and burial followed in New Providence Cemetery. Visitation was held from 5-8
p.m. Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013, at the funeral home.
Mrs. Nesbitt died at 4:05 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 21,-2013, at Spring
Creek,Health Care in Murray.
She was born March 5, 1922, in Buchanan, Tenn., to the late
Conrad and Ethel (Rogue) Hutson. She was a member of Masons
Chapel United Methodist Church and a homemaker.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Thomas Nesbitt, who
she was.married to Sept. 23, 1939, and who preceded her in death
Sept. 9, 1998; one son, James. Thothas Nesbitt; one sister, Velda
Warren; and one brother, Clifton Hutson.
She is survived by two sons, Charles Nesbitt and wife, Janice, of
Murray and John Paul Nesbitt and wife, Trisha; of Franklin, Tenn.;
five grandchildren, Missy Dunlap, Lesia Holder, Amy Hooks,
Christie Nesbitt:and Emily .Nesbitt; nine Mipicsidciiildten, one
stepgrandchild and one stepgreat-grandchild:
Serving as pallbearers were Dickie Nesbitt, Bobby Warren, Mitch
Nesbitt, Casey Nesbitt, Eddie Linn and Gerald Linn.
Online condolences may be left at. www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements were handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home:

'ger & Times
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(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)
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GE-Hitachi shows interest Federal cuts may close
in Paducah Diffusion Plant three Kentucky airports
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)-GE-Hitachi has inventory.
submitted a proposal for the beleaguered
The Paducah Sun reports GE-Hitachi is
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant that could proposing to build a new laser-based uranihelp preserve many of the 1,200jobs there. um enrichment plant at the site. GE-Hitachi
The nuclear reprocessjag-plant had„been has been mentioned in -connection with
scheduled to close lait year, but a deal Silex Systems Limited, an Australia-based
reached in May kept it open for another company that was given a license in
year. Currently, the United States September for a
laser enrichment plant in
Enrichment Corp. operates the Paducah
Wilmington, N.C.
plant site to enrich depleted uranium for the
The World Nuclear News reported in
Tennessee Valley Authority and 'for a
November that the Energy Department was
Washington state utility called Energy
negotiating with GE-Hitachi subsidiary
Northwest.
The United States Enrichment Corp. leas- Global Laser Enrichment to evaluate the
es the property from the U.S. Departmentof .,possibilit9s,of building, a laser enrichment
Energy, which owns 3,556 acres at the plant' plain at Paducah...
• "Chad Chancellor, president of Paducah
site 15 miles west of Paducah. Earlier this month, the Department of Economic Development, said the GEEnergy posted a formal document seeking Hitachi project has the potential to be one of
proposals for the plant and its uranium' the larger employers in the region.

Delancey returns to Calloway jail
may,go in front ofjudge this week
Staff Report

Tab Delancey, one of three
inmates who allegedly escaped
fcom the CalloWay County Jail
workhouse Dec. 16, has been
returned to Murray.
SMYRNA, Tenn.(AP)-A Smyrna resident has discovered that
Calloway County Jailer Phil
the rock she used as a doorstop for 15 years is a 450-million-yearHazle said Delancey was
old fossil.
returned Sunday from the Perry
The Daily News Journal reports Beni LeMaster found the 10- •
Tounty Jail in Perryville! Ark..
pound rock when she was cleaning up her property. It propped open
where he was reported to have
the door between her washroom and den until she became curious
been arrested more than a week
about it while watchinra television program called "America
ago on an escape warrant from
Unearthed."
Calloway County. Perryville is a
Alan Brown, a geosciences instructor at Middle Tennessee State'
town of less than 1,500 located
Univeoity, said LeMaster's rock is a fossilized coral.
just northwest of Little Rock.
The rough exterior is dotted with dime-sized chambers that appear
Hazie said he believes
to have starburst-like protrusions. Those protrusions are tentacles,
Delancey will appear in
which were likely used to anchor down in order to avoid being eaten
•
by fish.
LeMaster said she is.happy-to finallelearn about her rock, calling
it "a piece of history."

Rock for doorstop really is
450-million-year-old fossil
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Calloway District Court sometime this week as the warrant for
escape was issued by Judge
Randy Hutchens. If Pelancey
chooses to waive a preliminary
hearing and - having the case
heard by a Calloway County
grand jury, his case would fasttrack to Calloway Circuit Court
and Judge Dennis Foust.
Delancey allegedly left the
workhouse Dec. 16switt fellow
inmatesTerry Hardin of
Bowling Green and Bradley
Cathey of Hazel. Hardin and
Cathey were both reported
apprehended about a week later.
lndividuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Incl Avg-13,985.16 + 181.54
Air
cts ..... ....S6.00 + 033
.449.87 + 3.88
Ap
1;65 + 0.22
AT&T,Inc
10 + 0.53
BB&T.
11.40 - 0.02
Bank of America
24.80 + 0.38
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 16.88 + 0.19
'41.43 • 0.10
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp....115.82 + 0.83
Daimler Chrysler ..-.......58.85 + 0.38
......15.84Dean Foods .....
89.22 + 0.63
Exxon-Mobil
12.46 + 0.07
Ford Motor
-General Electric ..--.-.: 2339 + 0.13
GlainSmithKline ADR 45.08 + 031
Goodrich ......:
.
Goodyear Tift & Rubber _I339.0.14

inn

(.1 (1.4. it
Int.inuss iii, Fi.1, 22. 2013

HopFed Banks -----.-x10.05 -0.03
.200.85 + 2.52
IBM
.20.38 + 0.14
Intel
28.75 - 0.01
Kroger
40.50 + 0.09
Mattel
95.18 + 1.04
N1cDonalds
42.94 + 0.44
......
.....
.......
Merck...
27.69 + 0.22
MicrosIft
22.46 + 0.91
J.C. Penney
75.49 + 0.13
Pepsico, Inc.
2734- 0.07
Pfizer, Inc
7.76 + 0.17
Regions Financial
47.25 •11.11
Sears Holding Corp
;9.98 + 037
Time Warner
US Bancorp ..... ..........-33.89 + 0.12
61.86 •2.8.;
11ellPoint Inc.
70.41 + 0.15
Wal-Mart

OWENSBORO, 'Ky. (AP) - Three
Kentucky airport towers could close if
automatic federal budget cuts take effect on ,
March I.
The Messenger-Inquirer repol-ts the control tower at Owensboro-Daviess County
Regional Airport is on a list of 100 facilities that would likely close if the Federal
Aviation Administration has to slice $600
million from its budget this year. Two other
airports in Kentucky also made the list: „'
Bowman Field in Louisville and Barkley
Regional Airport in Paducah.
•
The FAA has said it would also have to,,
furloughl majucity, ol its plyorkers if the
cuts go into effect.
Owensboro airport general manager Bob
Whitmer said he was "surprised and disappointed" to hear about the possibility of,
losing the tower.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvama, Scag, Snapper, Ferris, Toro
Good thru March.,15, 2013

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firin_g
Check & Adjust Carburetdif•
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug_ ;
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only
$5995

FREEpick-up & delivery
within 5miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Fitter

All For Only

$9995
FREEpick-up & delivery
within 5miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

913995
All For Only

FREEpick-up & dellvery
within 5miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check firing

$16995
All For Only

FREEpick-up & delivery
with/n 5miles

s
(
My Additional Puts & t.ir At Additions' Costs.)

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square

Murray, KY 42071

270 753.3366

8004441854

Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 1.4-F
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Murray Home & Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 710-5-00
Sot 710-/POO

Chestnut St.
Murray
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HEALTH NOTIFICATION

Are You Hard
of Hearing?

Dateb

A major name brand hearing aid provider wishes
to field test a remarkable• new digital hearing
instrument in the area. This offer is free of
charge and you are under no obligation.

Jessica
Canna
- editc
Assessmer
Assistance
upstairs c(
interested
753-0908.

Calla
•

The Ca
meeting Ti
- Departmen
tion call 7!

UDC

These revolutionary 100% Digital
instruments use the latest tedhnology to
comfortably and almost\ invisibly help you
hear more clearly. This technology, solves the
"stopped up ears," "head in a barrel" sensation
some people experience and have been clinically
demonstrated to improve hearing in noisy
..ir
environments.
If you wish to participate, you will be required to have your hearing
tested in Our office FREE OF CHARGE to determine candidacy. You will
be asked to report your results with the hearing instruments, for a one
week period.
At the end of this period, you may purchase your instrument; if you so
desire, at a significantly reduced charge. Otherwise, there is no fee
whatsoever for participating in this field test. Special testing will be done
to determine the increased benefits of this technology.
Benefits of hearing aids vary by type and degree ofheafing loss,
noise environment, accuracy of hearing test, and proper fit. This is a
wonderful opportunity to determine if hearing help is available for your
hearing loss while you evaluate your performance with this technology.

Call now if you wish to be included in this field trial test.

FIELD TRIAL IS AVAILABLE FEB. 25TH-MAR.1sT
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Helping the world hear better
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707 South 12th Sreet, Unit A• Murray,KY 42071
(270)753-9558
510 South Main • Marion,KY 42064
(270)965-1880
1011 Paris Road,Suite 333• Mayfield,KY 42066
(270)804-7518
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Ladies of the Oaks
Carolyn Greenfield, hostess 'of the Oaks Ladies Bridge,
announced the bridge play wikners for Wednesday, Feb. 20, as
Bionda Parker, first place and Cjihthia Darnall, second place.
Carolyn Greenfield will serve as hostess Wednesday, Feb. 27, at
9:30 a.m. It is necessary to sign-up. All members are welcome to
play. Beginners are encouraged to attend,

Higher Praise to
feature guest speaker
Pastor E.F. Clere of Higher Praise
Worship Center,5623 Hwy.641 North, would
like to invite the public to come and hear
Gina Gholston Saturday, March 2, ikt 7 pan.
and Sunday, March 3,at 10:30 a.m. Gholston
has been involved in vaijous areas of ministry for almost 30 years, teaching and
preaching the Word of God' in various
churches, conferences and revivals in the
United States. For snore information call 7531991.

Special to the Ledger
The Callaway County football program,.in conjunction with the
Duck Dynasty event at CCHS featuring Phil, Willie and Si
Robertson, will host a "Louisiana Dinner" with the cooking team
Cooking for Christ, from Baton Rouge, La., providing the meal
Friday. May 10.
The meal will include pork. chicken jambalaya, white beans, rolls
dessert and a drink. The dinner will be held from 5-8 p.m. in the
cafeteria of CCHS. Only 500 meal tickets will, be sold.
For more information coniact Brad Lawson, CCHS head football
coach, at dorialdlawso@calloway.kyschools.us or 762-7374. All
proceeds will go to the CCHS football program.

Public meeting to be held

es

A public meeting to discuss the Needs
Assessment Survey results of the Low-Income Heat Energy
Assistance Program will be held Thursday, Feb. 28, at 1 p.m. in the
upstairs conference room of the Weaks-Community Center. All
interested persons are invited to attend. For more information call
753-0908.

Calloway Board of Health to meet

ft

The Calloway County Board of Health will conduct a board
meeting Tuesday. Feb. 26, at noon at the Calloway County Health
- Department. This meeting is open to the public. For more information call 753-3381.
Photo provided

UDC to meet Wednesday
"J.N. Williams Chaptertinited Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet Wednesday, Feb. 27, at 10 a.m. at Pagliai's Pizza of Murray.
Bill Call will speak on Capt. William Andrew Shuck, his greatgrandfather, as well as present his Civil War diary and journal. For
more information call Lacy McGregor at(270) 227-1339.

Free computer classes set
The next free computer classes 4 the Calloway County Public.
Library will be "E-books and E-readers" Tuesday, Feb: 26, from 57 p.m.; and "Microsoft Word 2012 Session No. 1" Thursday, Feb.
28,from 9-11 a.m. Call 753-2288 for information and registration.

CUBS to meet Wednesday

Ily

American Cancer Society Community Representative for
Calloway County Pam Whittemore, left, accepts a check from
Barbara, Jaden and John "Scooter" Paschall. The Paschalls
raised $2,200 in donations for ACS during their annual
Christmas light and sound display in Hazel during the 2012
holidays.

ChriUmas light
display aids,ACA

Calloway United Benevolent Services will meet Wednesday,
Feb.-27, at noon at Glendale Church of Christ, Murray. Murray- Calloway County Hospital will sponsor pizza for the meeting and
will bring updates on health-related .community activities and
events. CASA will present information about their program and a
kick-off to Child Abuse Preveption Month. All organizations,
churches, and/or other entities-with'a service Mission'are encouraged to attend. The United Way office is the contact point for lunch
reservations at unitedway@murray-ky.net. The Murray Ledger and
Times provides canned drinks for those in attendance. For more
information call Donna Herndon at 293-8780.

Special to the Ledger
HAZEL, Ky.— The Paschall
family, of4 South Calloway
County, lit up the Christmas season with their annual light Ad
music display. Now, donation's
from the holidays will hopefully
light the way to a cure for cancer
by supporting the American
Cancer Society Relay For Life
o Callow' y County.
Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
P halls raised $2,200 in
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th S.treet, offers
dining the light disclonetionst
Storytime Tireedays froini030/11
birtt110;1:
years of age. In addition, there's Music interaction, snacks and 00.y, held'kfifeir home betvteen
, Thankseiring ttuid New Year's.
crafts. Call 753-6712 for more information.
The family decided to make the
donation to help the American
Legion officers giving help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American Cancer Society in its fight to
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4 create a world with less cancer
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of and more birthdays and holiforms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek -Dr. No appointment is necessary.
For more information call 752-3333.

'days.
. The ACA will host the. 2013
Relay For Life of Calloway
County Friday_. May 3. at
Stewart Stadiinn. The event
works- to ensure that cancer
patients are provided essential
programs and services. In 2012,
the dollars raised by Relay For
Life events made a difference
for more than .25,000 people
diagno4ed with cancer in
KeinUicky.
.
-For more informatieill abut
joining the Relay event committee or donating to the event, call
(270) 444-0750 or visit
www.relayforlife.org/callowayky.

Nominations
scheduled
Special to the Ledger
WASHINGTON. D.C. -Sen. Rand Paul announced his
nominations to the U.S. service
academies, consisting' of 41
individuals . from across the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
A'dyn Milani, of Murray, was
nominated to the United States
Naval Academy.
"As.the junior 'Senator from
Kentucky. it is an honor-to nominate young men and women
from across .the state to attend
our nation's prestigious service
academies. I would like commend these students for their
desire- to serve in the United
States military and to furthering
their education," Pauf said.
"These students have shown
•strungth in character. and leadersliip and I v./is them the best
through the re ainder of the
selectiOn p
1 hi/ no
doubt, if ch n, that they will
proudly
represent
the
Commonwealth of Kentucky in
the service academies."

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC

ne

r.

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information all Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Please
note the building is a non-smoking facility. For more information
call Kevin at 293-7061.

WKEC board of directors to meet
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Board of Directors
will meet Wednesday, Feb. 27, at 9:30 a.m. at the WKEC
Conference Center, 435 Outlet Avenue, Eddyville.

Free presentation set at Emeritus
The New York Life Insurance Company will be at Emeritus at
Murray Senior Living Community, 905 Glendale Road, Tuesday,
March 5, at 6 p.m. for a free sales presentation about Long-Term
Care Insurance. Participants will learn how insurance can become
an essential part of a total retirement strategy. Call 759-1555 to
reserve a spot.

Umpires needed for MYBSA

Photo provided
DRUMROLL PLEASE: Winners of the Music Department of the Murray'Woman's Club 2013
Murray State University Sophomore Music Scholarship competition are, from left, Taylor
Grady, alto saxophone; Sarah Shelton, oboe; Lane Northcutt, baritone; Paige Middleton,
soprano; and Megan Rosbury, cello. The Music Departnient presents an annual dinner/concert in May to raise funding for these scholarships.

Murray Youth Baseball & Softball Association (MYIELSA) need
umpires for its 2013 season at Murray Calloway County Parks &
Recreation. Applicants must be at least 16 years old. Forpore information email info@playballmcc.com or pick up an application at
the MCC Parks office.

DAILY
SPECIALS
Not valid with any other offer.

Want to lover heating co
but not the thermost

MON.

490 Buffalo Wings ALL DAY LONG

TUES.

10" One Topping Pizza
$t until 5:00•$5. after 5:00

WED

490 Boneless Wings ALL DAY LONG
Burger &Fries

$4.89 until 5:00•$5.
THURS

Bosch geothermal heating and cooling systems can save you up to
70% on your horn* energy bills. Vv.th an additinnai 30% fPriPlai TAX
credit, these systems are now more affordable than ever,

Visit our site to find out
how much you can save

0) BOSCH

BoschGeo.com

Invented for life

after 5:00

ChickimTender Basket

$4.88 until 5:00'$5.88 after 5:00
FRI.& SAT Fish 'N ChiRs $8.88
8 oz. Sirloin Steak $12.88

Check outour NEW WWI
SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270)762-0022• www.nIcksmurray.com
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HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

Our road trip this week was- to
Patti's 1880's Restaurant. We
picked a perfect time to io since
the crowds weren't too bad and
our wattert="reafly good care
of us. We had one incident before
we arrived with the automatic
door on our van - it broke!
However, it did not keep us from
traveling, so Jenise used a
_bungee cord to keep it closed and
we were off to Patti's. Of course,
it took Ron about five minutes to
fix it when we got back home,
but it made a very interesting and
exciting trip.
As a ipeciar treat for us,
Eugene Waggoner played "Name
That Tune" on the piano. We had
a lot of fun and it brought back so
many Memorien of songs we had
not heard jn a long time ahd
songs that were popular when we
Were -young. Eugene is amazing
on the piano and he is also an
awesome individual that we all
enjoy so much.
We celebrated President's Day
on Monday and then we had our
own Mardi Gras celebration on
Tuesday. Timing may have been
a. little different than New
Oilcans for our Mardi Gras, but
it didn't mean we didn't have just
as much fun. We dressed in our
beads and false faces, played
games and enjoyed refreshments.
, We usually have our own
movie Monday, but Saturday we
actually went to the movies. We
saw "Safe Haven" and really
enjoyed it. I'm not sure which we
enjoyed the most, the popcorn
and candy. or the movie!
Anyway, it was a nice day out
and we are looking forward to
another good movie.
Our birthday gal this week is
Jane Paschall, Happy Birthday,
Ms. Jane, and many more!
...Where priceless
memories are made.
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone:(270) 759-8700 • 1-888-231-5014
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OVERALL

WELLNESS
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OUR SERVICES
•114_111 Quality Chi n practic Care
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MSU entrepreneur
conference set
By BOB hicGAUGHEY
Chase is the founder and PresMSU Print Media
ident of RED Awry LA and
The Arthur J. Bauernfeind executive director
for the
• College of Business and • - Council for Entertainmht
• .Enactus" 'litre Murray State Professionals.
She is a graduate
—University entrepreneur student of Murray State, earning her
organization) will host an bachelors degree in manageEntrepreneur
Conference 4nent and sociology and her
Thursday, March 7. at 1 p.m. in M.B.A. with emphasis in human
• Wrather Hall.
resources management.
Featured speakers will be John
Basha is president and CEO of
-Williams, Natalie Chase and M1LUS .International and vice
Doron Basha, three successful president formarketing for the
business executives.
Council - for Entertainment
Williams is the founder and Professionals. .
chairman of CSI Inc. He is the
For more information call
former chairnian of the board Steve Dublin in the department
for the Federal Reserve Bank of of marketing and management
St. Louis, Louisville branch.
at 809-6570.

HCMC to present
, show at
Krider Performing Arts Center
Special to the Ledger
PARIS. leno
C ast members are needed for The Paris
and Henry County Healthcare
Foundation's "Great Pretenders.
Legends Living a Legacy for
Healthcare.The show will be held March
22-23. at 7, p.m. at Krider
Performing Arts Center, 650
Volunteer Drive. Paris. Tenn.
Rehearsal dates will be held at
7 pin, in the Henry County
Me.lical Center Diagnostic
Cc. ter/Bethel
University

Shared Lobby, Tuesdays, Feb.
26. March 5, 12 and 19. To participate call Tory Daughrity at
(731)644-8266.
Located in Paris,Tenn.. Henry
County Medical Center is a progressive. integrated,,, healthcare
organization commit4d to serving the healthcare needs of
Henry County and the adjoining
region. HCMC is a countyowned and operated nonprofit
institution. For more information visit www.hcmc-tn.org.
•

Community Impact Day focuses
on serving organizations

Photo provided

CCHS fishing team members Nathan Camp and Brandon
Falwell display bass caught at the first fishing tournament of
the year on,Kentucky Lake.

CCHS fishing
team begins season
Special to the Ledger
claimed first place with a total
The Calloway County High weight of 20.13 pounds.
The Laker team of Brandon
School fishing team placed
three 2-man teams among the Falwell and Nathan Camp
top five at the first fishing tour- caught a limit of five lunker bass
nament of the year hosted by to place second with a total
Trigg County High School on weight of 20.10 pounds.. AnKentucky Lake last- Saturday. ing up only .03 of a pound
behind the winners.
Feb. 9.
The duo of Bracken Robertson
Twenty-six teams from five
schools battled early ,morning and Dillon Starks placed third
sub-freeing temperatures to with a total of five fish weighing
begin the 2013 high school fish- in at 19.72 pounds. Placing fifth
ing season. Marshall County's with a total weight of 18.71.
boat with Thomas and' Cross pounds was the team of Austin
Jacksoniand
Tim Thurman.
•
CCHS anglers and their boat
captains brought in a total of 30
bass with a weight of 109
pounds. The Lakers will resume
tournament . action Sunday..
March 3, when they coingete in
Murray State University's Open
with a total purse of $4000 in
scholarship money to be awarded.

HEARING AID SALE!

p

rilj CUSTOM FITTED
Digital In-the-Ear

Special to the Ledger
At least six churches are teaming up to help local organizations with projects so they can
better serve Calloway County.
Community Impact Day. set
for Simday. March. ig, will
bring together volunteers from
Christian Community Church,
First United Methodist Church,
Glendale Road Church of
Christ. 1- Immanuel Lutheran
Church. Murray Family Church
and St. Leo Catholic Church.
These volunteers will work on
proje5t4 to benefit Angel's
Clinic.Court-Appointed Special
Advocates(CASA), Life House,
Care Center. veterans. WATCH
Inc., Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Playhouse in the Park
foom 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
More volunteers are welcome
to join Community Impact Day.
an event organizers hope
becomes a regular presence in
Calloway County.
.
•
"We want to help in the community by assisting the people
who do the serving." said Tricia
Foster, Community Impact Day
organizer. "One of the goals is
to expose people to the different

$895.00

.
St

ci

Call Today
270-753-8055
or Call Toll Free
1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILItATION

210 South 121k Street• Murray,KY

PRETORIA, South Africa
(AP) — Oscar Pistorius walked
out of a South African court
Friday a free man — for now —
after a magistrate agreed to
release him on bail ahead of his
premeditated murder trial over
the shooting death of his girlfriend.
But even as he was he was
driven away from court and
chased • by videographers and
photographers; questions con
;
tinued
to
hound
the
Paralympian about what.actual-

G
• Marijuana is known t1 cause cancer

• You are 3 times more likely to get head
cancer than from cigarettes
• There is 3 times the amount of
tar in your lungs compared to
cigarettes
• Marijuana has 50% more
carcinogens than
cigarettes

WE Do
PRINTING

acirn

automated direct mail

1410 N 12TH ST STE G • MURRAY KY 42071. 753-8887

-Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"

Tor_e M].7 PaEw

al
neck

Talk to :sour kids ab(mt
the truth and dangers ol
marijuana. Society' has
doss npla:sed the harm of
marijuana... this is an
e‘tremel addictise and
dangerous drug.

'CC-ASAP
www.ccasap.com

762-7332
find us on Facebook
facebook.com/callowaycountynap

11'

organizations. We also want to
show our kids about volunteer•-ing,
and develop ongoing service
projects for families to do."
Specific projects include
organizing and building shelves
at Angel's Clinic, constructing
book shelves,*CASA,organizing and sting supplies at Life
House, writing letters to veterans at First UMC; collecting
cans for WATCH, cleaning up
playgrounds at Central. and
Chestnut parks, and Organizing
costumes and other materials at
Playhouse in the Park.
The service day will conclude
with a meal at 5:30 pin. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
where volunteers can recap their
experiences with one another.
Volunteers.will need to sign
up for the specific project they
are interested in 'joining.
Children are welcome to participate in a few of the projects.
Once volunteers sign up, they
will be contacted by the project
leaders. To volunteer, contact
Tricia Foster at 75379966 or
tal_sask@hotmail.com
or
Kristin Taylor at 293-6829 or
kristinhilltaylor@gmail.com.

Oscar Pistorius gets bail
as murder trial looms

prices starting at

Professionals
Available For You!

Murray

ly happened when he opened
fire on Valentine's Day inside
his home and killed Reeva
Steenkamp.
Chief Magistrate Desmond
Nair, who agreed to bail with
harsh restrictions for the athlete,
expressed his own doubts about
Pistorius' story. Those questions, highlighted at a four-day
bail hearing that at times foreshadowed, his coming trial,
come from Pistorius' account
that he felt threatened and mistook Steenkamp for an intruder
when he fired the four shots at •
her in his bathroom.
"Why would (Pistorius) venture further into danger?" Nair
asked.
Priltritis'. supporters shouted
"Yes!", when Nair made his
decision after a nearly two hour'
explanation of his ruling to a
packed courtroom in Pretoria,
South Africa's capital. Yet when
prosecutors and the defense said
they agreed to bail terms, Nair
more than doubled those conditions for the 26-year-old runner
to be free ahead of trial.
Nair set the bail at 1 million
rand (9113,000), with $11,300
in cash up front and proof that
the rest is available. The magistrate said Pistorius must hand
over his passports and also turn
in any other guns that he owns. •
Pistorius also cannot leave the
district of Pretoria without the
permission of his probation officer. Nair said, nor can he take
drugs or drink alcohol.
Pistoriug' family members
hugged each ,other after the
decision wis read, with tears in
their eyes.
"We are relieved at the fact
that Oscar got bail today but at
the same time we are in mourning for the death of Reeva with
her family," said Pistorius!
uncle, Arnold Pistorius. "As a
family, we know Oscar's version
of what happened on that tragic
night and we know that that is
the truth and that will prevail in
the coming court case."
Sharon Steenkamp, Reeva's
cousin, had said earlier that the
family wouldn't be watching the
bail decision and hadn't been
following the hearing in
Pretoria.
"It doesn't make any difference to the fact that we are without Reeva," she told The
Associated Press.
Nair set Pistorius' next court
appearance for June 4. The
Olympiail left the courthouse in
a silver Land Rover, sitting in
the rear,just more than an hour
after the magistrate imposed the
bail ,conditions. The vehicle.
tailed by motorcycles carrying
television cameramen aboard.
later pulled into the home of
Pistorius' uncle.
Pistorius left behind more
than a dozen international and
local television crews at the redbrick courthouse.
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Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible tor only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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060
Lost Ind Found

010

LANAI
Notice
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Notice

'Than C. Dinh, d/b/a TKL Enterprises, LLC; d/b/a
Dinh's Vietnamese Cuisine, mailing address 1407
Main Street Suite B. Murray, KY 42071, Hereby
declares intentions to apply for a Restaurant
liquor/wine by the drink and Retail Beer licenses no
later than January 29th, 2013. • The business to be
incensed will be Iticated at 1407 Main Street Suite B„
Murray, Kentucky, 42071, doing business as Dinh's
Vietnamese Cuisine. The owners are as follows:
OwnertManaging Member, Than C. Dinh of 1007
Walnut St. Murray, KY 42071 and Joint Owner, Kum
C. Dinh of 1007 Walnut St. Murray, KY 42071. Any
person, associatin, corporation, or body politic may
protest the granting of the licenses by writing the
Dept of Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight Tr,
Frankfort, KY 40601, within 30 days of the date of
this legal putlication.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

FOUND: male pug
MIX. Collar no id.
270-978-0395

PUG LOST in Wrather
Rd. area on 2/17/13.
Answers to Pugsley.
Very lovable. He is my
children's pet and they
are heartbroken that
he's missing. Please
call 270-226-8891 if
you have any information or can help in any
way.Thanks!
060

MCCLARDS Towing
110 N. 7th Murray, KY
270-753-3146 intends
to obtain title to sale
per
KRS376.270.
KRS376.275 a Buick
Rendezvous
3G5DA03E05S566169
Owners Richard
Gagnon,
'Janet
Coderre or lienholder
has 10 days to object.
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Help Wanted
CDL drivers wanted
Apply in person at
Henry Farmers co-op
4075 Highway 641
South, Murray.

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & LAW& Key
'SENIOR Portraits
High
School
and
College
Professional
Model
Portfolios
Heirloom
Bridal
Portraits
Guaranteed Highest
Quality.
Blythe's Photography
Since 1977
731-844-0316

MURRAY
REAL ESTATE
96/hr Licensing Class
March 4-Apri124
Nights
Mon/Tues/Wed.
Register by text/phone
270-223-0789. With
Debit/Credit Card
$960.
Register with
Check/Cash by
appointment or 0
Keller-Williams Office,
HWY. 641.
deioiseadams@yahoo.co

I )1,
it`i

Vt

DEADLINES

%I

$8.50 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
-(All 3 Ads Must Run Within ti Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
inc ra:r t
tit any stibmov,
Of.Te.• yew: amt • 4szi. • Will
WEBSITF AT ISQ EXTRA CLIARLik.

lice0
Smart Siff
Tuesday
Wedges*
Du*
Fneef
Saturday

FitIIii

Riga
12 p.m
Tue. ten
IVed12p.re
Thur.12tus.

Papa Smurf
Storage

1st Month

I reel

*New Climate Contri,i
Available
.247 Surveillance
.irest Control
Hwy()4 East
2711
27t1 l

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a nationai
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.coTh
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please calJ
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

RN-LPN 6A-6P wk-end
baylor, work 12 hrs get
paid 16 hours
RN-LPN 6P-6A wk-end
baylor, work 12 hours
get paid 16 hours
Apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care,
402
West
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY

Help Winisd

Finish Line Car Wash & Detail
is accepting aplications for
Full-Time Daytime Help. Hiring
people that are looking to advance.
Growth opportunity for the right

1 Ion ,,r

people. Apply in person at:

1102 Chestnut, Murray

Notice

Infinity Group
Immediate openings for full time
Assembly Workers in the Murray area

for information leading to the whereabouts
of this 4-wheeler.
Stolen from the Martin. Tn. Area the
evening of February 2. 2013

2001 Olive Green Polaris
400 Sportsman
Call 731-799-4498
Remain anonymous

100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or

Email: jcrabtreeetristateintematIonatnet
Or fax to 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

: . GreatsLgjI
I

1
1

--st.Iliribe to the

i

I
I
I

1
1
I

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
330.00
3 mo.
$55.00
6 mo.
$105.00
1 ayr.
Rest of KY/TN

Local Mail

a
3 mo.....-......$35.00 s
s
1 yr.
e
a
All Other Mail

(Punta, & Buchanon1

1CaIlowr,)

Subscriptions

..170.50 1 mo.......
6 mo..-.- -$90.00 6
-1 1 yr....--...- $120.00 1 yr.....--...$145.00
3 mo.

1
I Check

SEASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE

Money Order

Visa

SECRETARY Wanted
Math, computer and
people skills a must.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 816 Murray, KY
42071

a _
umW Ledger& Times

r

753-1916 )
Need help
se ling your

house?
We can get the
word out!
753-1916

Name
1 St. Address

1 City
1
Zip

I State
I Daytime Ph
I

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
PO.Rea MO
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

,

Ask about our
Display ad
5oecials
for all your
ailvartlik4
needs.
753-191$

PLI 181.-LLA%

MISSAGI

NH K MCCLURE' OWNER
SINCF

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved
0111 Locally owned and
"(rated since 1886

1993

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrhirgement Speciali-t

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
(270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

Eyecare Specialties Call Natasha Hutson or

753-3633

Small or large.
270-293-6999

•Eyeglasses
•Contacts
•Eye disease
Dr. Kevin Adams

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
•
Murray. .

GOOD used air icondiboner, used carpetihg„
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

S Gold & Silvot S
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
r.,lor iv Km
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 74,9-9694
150
Articles
For Sale

410

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
.1BR, 1BA apartment
for rent. All appliances
including W/D, dishwasher
and
microwave. Pet friendly. Available February
22nd. $395/mo.
270-293-9493
270-978-6000
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
1 BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
locations. • Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898

Calloway Gardens
F.s.sex.Downs
Apartments

2 beautiful prom dresses for sale. Size 6 and
12. Phone 759-3197 if
interested. Great price.

CHRISTOPHEB'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell?
Business is-booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrma'nn,
270-753-4161
FOR Sale: Wii Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games. $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p.m.

Manufacturing ROUND bales of hay
Food
Company located in for sale. 293-4596
Pans, TN seeking full
time Food Safety & STRAW $3 50/bale
Technician. 753-4582 or 227-7352
Quality
Responsibilities:
Quality Control, Safety,
Research
Development.
Requirements:
LARGE
Bachelor degree in a
SELECTION
Physical Sciences or
USED APPLIANCES
related field; Ability to
work
independently
WARD ELK INS
with minimum supervi605 E South 12th St
sion; Strong math and
(270) 753-1713
organizational skills;
Intermediate or above
knowledge of Microsoft
Word and Excel software programs: Must
be able to develop and FIRE Wood
maintain spreadsheets; For Sale
lab, OC, and formula- 270-226-3741
tion knowledge/expenence a plus; Applicable
Firewood For Sale!
real world experience
Delivered: $40.
may be substituted for
270-293-7893
education.
formal
Email resume with at
least 3 reference to
fsqtechnician0gmail.c
on), Equal Opportionity
E mphoyer/WFON; TN
Drug Free Woricrigar_e NICE 28R trailer for
Employer
rent No pets
753-9866

go.

Chelsea Crass
at 753-1916 and
place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week
2x1 $6.00 a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

308 South 12th
Murray
759-2500
murmyeyecare.c

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.

JUII.i

I

1 ki

753-9224

ANTIQUES, Call Larry

mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195
270-293-4121.
Can deliver.

Diesel Service Technicians

MURAY,OF
KY
NT1AL & COMNI1

Want to Buy

Send resume tojdavid@inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518

This career opportunity is for someone with experience working on Heavy/Medium
duty diesel trucks. Compensation will depend
on qualifications including computer skills. TriState offers great wages, insurance package,
401(k), paid vacation & holidays, and
secure_
employment. Apply in person at:

RI SIDE

- PREPLANNING ^*
Avoid inflationary cost.

IRAN KS FOR 'YOUR B1JS14LSS

BED Queen Pillow Top

Tri-State International Trucks of
Murray is now hiring full-time

CAMP SI PTI1 CLI

SOMEONE reliable to
sit with elderly at least
5 days/week. (Must
have references and
own
transportation.
Call for details.
75336

Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be Met.

$560.00 REWRRI37--

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECT*

Are you looking for a
reliable caretaker? 1
will care for your loved
one in
home/resthome/hospital. Any hours.
270-293-1889

Top Prices Paid Fel

060
Help Wanted

VISA

090
Domestk & Ch8dcere
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personate
Financial
Roommate Warrted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Dornesbc & Chikicar•
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articlee For Sago
Appliances
Moms Furrisnirgs
Antiques
Lawn I Garden

.
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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CLASSIFIEDS

I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD I-800-545-1803
Ext. 283
,
Equal opportunIty

cr

Public Sale

SMALL 2BR renta
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 ot
293-6156

270-753-5562

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
CONSIGNING MOTHERS Public Sale March
5-9 at the Henry
County
Fairgrounds
Tuesday, Wednesday,
& Thursday 11am-7prn.
Friday 25% offf 11am7pm; Saturday 50% off
Sam-1pm. For info call
731-697-6771 or 731644-1126 or email
Consigning Mothers @g
amil.com. Week of sale
call
731-642-1833.
Name brand, top quality, women's and children's clothing, scrubs,
purses, toys, books,
strollers, baby beds.
car seats! Check out
our Facobook page.

J&L RENTALS

Real Estate

360
Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S

Murray. KY 42071

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept SectiOn
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #711

Houses For Rent
1BR. IBA, W/D includ
ed $385
2BR. IBA townhome
W/D starting at
$500 Please call
270-753-7559
2BR 1BA,No Pets
North of Murray
270-759-4826
38R, IBA $600/month
978-1400
3BR, 2BA house with
30x32 garage. No
smoking and no pets
$650/mo 2 references.
1 year lease. 293-8849
411 S. 8th St. 3BR,
1.5BA. $595/?no plus
&800/dep.
313-801-1918
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various loca
tions. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

•

MINT=STAREk
720 S. 4TH ST.

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905

'a

Houses For Rent

Corner of 121 5. & (dendale.
& 10x16's
(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
;Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Mi

mercial Prop
For Sale

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building

At urray Ledger & Time, Fair
hosting Act %once
All real estate ads ertised herein
sutiect to the Federal Fair
!lousing Act, which make, it
illegal to achertise any preference. limitation or discrimination based on race. color, relignin. sex, handicap, tamilial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or de,nminamm

',tate law, forbid disrimination
in tht• sale, nmtal or adi,erlising
of real estan‘ based on factor, in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept ant
advertising kir red estate which
is not in niolation 1...t the law All
persons are herelw informed
that all dwelling, advertised are
available on an NUJl opportumh basis
For further assistance with FPHousing Advertising requirements. contact NAA ounwl
Rene P Maim. MI)548-1000

110 S 5th St
AM equipment induckvi
for turn key
recta''rant pill' 'OPT...*

inquiries
270-293-4602

Serious

Prop. For Rent
THREE bay shop to
rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. treat
location off 121 South.
$550.00 a month Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.

4.00. .2•400
1:11.1.0.0tdr•V

460

Homes or Sale
BEAUTIFULLY remod1274
eled
home,
Hickory Grove Rd.
Almo. 3BR, 2BA with
Recent
garage.
upgrades include new
paint,
flooring,
heat/AC, roof, and septic. This is a must see!
$1'1'7,000 call 978-7646
for more info or a tour.
Photos available upon
equest.

Home for Sale
on Golf Course
-Murray, KYAKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858

S68 per sq. ft.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfieid Estates.
SRG Real Property
Professionab
293-7872
REDUCED by $18K.
48R, 3BA, 2,675/sqft
with double carport.
Great location. City
schools. $147K
270-761-6150
470
Motorcycles 8 ATY's
4-WHEELER for sale
2005 Honda Rancher
4x4 $2,500 obo Call
293-8849

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461
1970 Dodge Charger
RfT 440 Magnum,
autorrtatcc, BLACK ON
BLACK, factory A/C.
asking $8500, tunmany7@)uno.com
502-354-8759
Campers
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
pa.
30ft. bumper
$8.995 270-293-4602
Boats & Motors
BOMBER Boat
One owner, shed kept,
covered
90/horse
Johnson
motor,
Toll-motor,
Johnson
3/depth finders all in
mint condition.
731-431-3271
530

Swims Offsrad
1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair.
decks.753-0353
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL. 753-1916

Video Tour
WWW

HomesByOwner.
corh(132941
270-227-3303

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 11 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

CLASSIFIEDS

8• Monday, February 25,2013
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410

Pubic Saie

Put& SW

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

M

Pow NV*,
00IMPIITIMM
*I *OW w,iw YOW

Saturday, March 2nd 2013 e 10:00 AM
85 Locust Grove Rd., Murray, KY 42071
771& eit
'
ilit (-Alf, rr....
.U'Aie

RFS/MAW* 'NO
C04.14400:44i
APorrxcw 44,
0

I

ROM Mifffay, KY: Take Hm, 121 South Approximately 2&files

7lier rum Right On locust

(270) 226-5444

www.murrayconst.com
270-293-9170

ecep ing New
Care Accounts

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -.big or
small

drove Rd And Prcceeo To Auction Sae Signs Pastan!

NM%

A 4 BEDROOM 2 BATH BRIE 'HOME
& BUILDINGS ON 2.3 +/- A..;RES!!
EXCELLENT LOCATION JUST 2 MILES SOUT OF MURRAY
CITY LIMITS! JUST OFF HWY. 121!
REAL ESTATE: A 1.708 4:- So Ft 48earour
• : • - . ,..oeri.1:1W11, Retie,
, urn Rooni otas Log rireplace itoty kon, ts.,iroi,i, ,,i riiiL.1,- .,exid Pr:: r:;, .•,. c..eniral ii A filenor
• roles include A Pawd Drive. Metal Root Large Deck Concrete Block Workshop ee Concrete Roo< 62
,P,eitiead Duos 30 %V ya,-, Sided 2 Cat Nrtanec Galage Storage BUI.Clig okleL4 IlorA 6 Worksh4
Area '.4 noneN•orking Snop All Di 2 3. t attes

REAL ESTATE OFFERED 111000 AM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
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no job too big or small.

Free estimates. Call
Logan at
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MICHAEI HARRIS. BrokevAuctooneer • IF *4537
KENNETH HARRIS Broker Aur!tenets! • It *5624
HEN BOLINGER. Realtor. Auctsoneer

•
1855 St RI 15 North • Mayfield KT 42066
2628 Coo Wit Rd • Hoelonsuilie KY 42240

270-247-3253 no no %liar-H.-ail,1i0.1,-u
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357

530

Services Offered

Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
&sat Hometovir Service
t spend your money our
stale
keep 4 bcal,
12701

293-8480

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267

or

ALTERATIONS
SUE 489-2940
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800-380-4318
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HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special picks
• local)) ov4 fled/opera

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable

& Dependable
Free Estimates.
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

ROOF

Join Us

71)
rn

American
Red Cross

1-800-RED CROSS! redCross.org
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Free estimates &
references available.

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

or visit our website

kentuckylake
remedeting.com
FREE ESTIMATES

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

-Removal
-Stump Grinding

GARLAND
RENTAL1

-Firewood
-Insured

(270) 489-2839

Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576
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if yoe've got it, we can store 1t
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

ALL
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-Trimming

From Drywall &

Decks to Fencing
We Do It All'
No Job To Small,
270-873-9916

NG

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Call WrIttany
VD-291-0421

Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens

We Otter:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We.now have
80 Climate Control Units

Replacement and Repair

ommerel
residential Gleaming.

recognitia
lion of a
• Annie V

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900,12th St.

103rd bid
'Terrace I
March I.

Lights. Electricity, and 2717 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

Tod:"

available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

All sizes

By

270-753-2905

Today

56th day

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential
- N(WW.OECLLC.NET

(270) 759-0890

itrmstrong lawyers: Justice
lept. joining fraud suit
WASHINGTON (AP) - The more than $1(X) million." said
Justice Department has joined a LuSktn. - '
lawsuit against disgraced cyclist
Luskin said. "Lance and his
Lance Armstrong that alleges representatives worked eonthe former. seven-tiyne Tour de .structively over these last week
France champion Concealed his with federal lawyers to resolve
use of performance-enhancing this case fairly."
drugs and defrauded his longThe Landis lawsuit Was filed
time sponsor. the U.S. Postal under seal, but it will be
Service, Armstrong's lawyers unsealed with the Justice
said Friday.
Department decision to join or,
The
suit
the
Justice in essence, take over the case.
Department is joining was,filed
Armstrong was the subject of
in 2010 by former teammate a two-year federal .grand jury
Floyd Landis, who was stripped investigation that the Justice
of his 2006 Tour de France title Department dropped a year ago
for doping.
without an indictment.
Settlement discussions had
Throughout
his
career.
been under way -between the Armstrong always denied drug
Justice
Department
and use, but he confessed to having
Armstrong's lawyers. A person done so in an interview last
familiar with the negotiations lhonth.
says the two sides are tens of
In" October, the U.S. Antimillions of dollars apart on how Doping Agency released a
much Armstrong should pay to report that included affidavits
settle the case. The person spoke from II of Armstrong's former
on condition of anonymity teammates. These affidavits
because /the sOurce was not detailed how the teammates
authorized to speak on the were supplied with EPO by
record about the private talks.
Armstrong and saw him inject,
An Armstrong lawyer. Robert and how they were pressured to
Luskin, said negotiations with dope and bullied by Armstrong
the government failed because and Johan Bruyneel, the team
"we disagree about whether the manager. The cycling world's
postal service was damaged."
governing body then stripped
"The postal service's own Armstrong of the seven Tour de
studies show that the service France titles he won from 1999
benefited tremendously from its to 2()05.
sponsorship - benefits totaling
Last month the head of
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All the quality...
without all the mess

James C. Galli-mere
753-TREE (8733)
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EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING

Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
OM 293-8686
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Sudoisi is anumber-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
sevised given numbers The °Oleo IS to place the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row. eacn column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty Waver
ol the. Conceptis Sudok ocreases horn Monday 10 Sunday

USADA lobbied Attorney
General Eric Holder for the
Justice Department to join the
lawsuit against Armstrong.
USADA chief executive Travis
Tygart has called the doping by
Armstrong and the postal service teams a "massive economic
fraud."
piper the False Claims Act.
citizens can act as whisile-blowers and sue to recover' money
they believe was obtained
through fraud against the federal government. These suits
remain under seal until the
Justice Department decides
whether it thinks there is enough
merit in the case to take it over.
The private whistleblower
receives a percentage of any
money ultimately recovered.
Armstrong and USADA officials talked on and off over a
couple of months about the
terms under which the cyclist
might sit down for a long interview to tell all he knows about
doping
cycling, but
in
Armstrong said he would not
cooperate.

A person familiar with discussions between Armstrong and
USADA. who spoke on condition of anonymity because the
discussions were private, said
among the topics was how mach
protection USADA could provide Armstrong in the whistleblower case and against possible
criminal action. The cyclist and
his attorneys ultimately were
not satisfied with USADA's
offer, the person said.
In commenting Wednesday on
Armstrong's refusal to talk.
Tygart said that. "over the last
few weeks he has led us to
believe that he wanted to come
in and assist USADA but was
worried of potential criminal
and civil liability if he did so."

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger &
Times

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for ways. Tonight: Hang out.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Tuesday, Feb. 26,2013:
This year you often find yourself **** Recognize what needs
caught in the middle of argu- to happen in order to make a
ments. You can see the pros and situation work. Your fiery personality could factor into your
cons of each side, but you might decision-making. How
would
not feel confident enough to
, you like to change the course
offer your opinion. A relatio9.z that you're presently on? Weigh
ship needs tending if you want/it the pros and cons first, then
to work. A dear friend or partner decide. Tonight: Your treat.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
plays a significant role. lit- you
ou might be chal- *** You feel more in tune with
are single, ylenge7 to Meet the right person. others than you have in a while.
Try not to get upset by t e
You are likely to meet this perinevitable disagreements tha
son sometime after.spring, and could pop up from out of
he or she could become a part of nowhere. You know that someyour life history'. Incorporate a times, the less said; the better.
stressbuster into your daily life. Open up to conversations:
VIRGO understands much more Tonight: Whatever feels like the
right thing to do.
than he or she lets on.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take your time when
The Stars Show the Kind of
making a decision. Someone's
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; comments might surprise you.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; Whether you take what this perI -Difficult
4 son says personally is your call.
Avoid sarcastic and angry peoARIES (March 21-April 19)
ple. if possible. Opportunities
** Express your thoughts come once you detach. Tonight:
clearly; otherwise, you could You need a time-out from cercome off as being too sarcastic. tain people.
Be careful. You can be sure that SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
others have many different ***** You know what you
thoughts, and they might feel want, and you know what feels
frustrated enough to wage war. right. After engaging in a conAvoid that type of mess at all versation in which you had
costs. Tonight: Take a brisk thought everyone was on the
walk.
same page, you might find out
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
otherWise. The discussion
****
Your
creativity might have caused some conemerges, which makes rtearly troversy. Tonight: Where your
anything possible. Your friends friends are.
and/or associates could be defi- SAGITfARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ant, as confusion marks a situa- 21)
tion. You also might feel hurt **** You will assume a
that someone has turned down greater role in a project, and
n invitation. Tonight: Do whaf you'll have your share of obstafeels tight to you.
cles to jump. Don't get too tied
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You could head in a certain direction if you so choose,
despite what is happening
around you. Certain circumstances could trigger you, but
you don't need to take action. It
would be wiser to do nothing
and come from a focused point
of view. Tonight: Happy at home
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might try to clear up
a situation, only to find that it
has more complications than
you originally thought. Unless
you have strong conversational
skills, the problem could worsen. You aren't going to convince
anyone of the rightness of your

by Jacqueline Bigar
up in a situation involving property or a domestic matter, as
you could feel torn between two
possibilities. Be aware of your
limitations. Tonight: A must
appearance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22=Jan.
19)
**** Reach out to someone
at a distance. Excitement surrounds an idea, but you might
not know how to proceed. Just
when you think you've reached
a mutual understanding, you
could discover otherwise. Avoid
becoming a part of the problem.
onight: Hop on the computer.
A
ARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.'18)
** * Someone might make
an extr
ffort to get to knor
you. Don't
ume that this person's assertiv
ss will last forever. You could scover that
his or her decision I hanging
quickly. Decide hop yo bl like
to proceed. Tonight: Share
today with a dear friend.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Allow others to do their
thing. You might want to try a
different attitude or approach.
Now is not the time to sit back
and say little. A volatile tone
could exist within your interactions, so don't be surprised if
someone loses his or her cool.
Tonight: Follow someone else's
lead.
BORN TODAY
U.S. Army scout William F.
Cody aka Buffalo Bill (1846),
comedian Jackie Gleason
(1916), singer Johnny Cash
(1932)
•.•
Jacqueline Rigor is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.corn.
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Ten years ago
Recent births reported at MurAs much as 3 million gallons ray-Calloway County Hospital for
of liquid animal waste spilltid. into Feb. 9 include a boy to Mr. and
the West Fork of the Clarks River Mrs. Ricky Stewart. For Feb. 10,
and will eventually be discharged a - boy to Mr. and Mrs. Marc
into the Ohio River after a dam Scheeler, Murray.
on the lagoon at a Calloway CounFive Calloway County seniors
ty diary farm failed, environmen- playing their final regular season
tal regulators said.
basketball game for the Lakers
A ribbon cutting ceremony for -when they travel to Hickman Counthe playground at Murray Ele- ty are Jeff Garrison, Craig Darmentary School was held Feb. 20. nell, Keith Loveh, Rob Anderson
Teachers earning certification anil Jeff Butterworth.
from the National Board of ProThe West Kentucky Association
fessional Teaching Standards were for School Administrators spon-Carol Elder. Jill Me,Cain, Elainef sored a political forum Feb. 24,
Kaye, Valerie Delk, en
wdy, on .the campus of Murray State
Dana Jackson and Alecia Ladd.
University' to offer school adminTwenty years ago .
istrators from Region I and II
Mr. and Mrs. John - W. Salyers, opportunities to hear candidates
of Hardin, will celebrate their views on educational issues.
50th wedding anniversary Feb.
Forty years ago
28, with a reception at Hardin
Cindy Compton. daughter of Mr.
Senior Citizens Building. The cou- and Mrs. Junior Compton, was
ple was married on that date in crowned 1973 Homecoming Queen
1943.
at Calloway County High School.
Recent births reported at Mur- Her attendants were Regina Lockray-Calloway County Hospital for hart, Krista Erwin, Pamela White.
Feb. 22 include a girl to Ella Joyce Winchester and Sabrina
Royner. Buchanan, Tenn.; a boy Tucker.
to Peggy Darnell, Hardin;.and a
The Rev. Martin Mattingly is pasgirl to Anne and Henry MeGre- tor of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
gor, Benton.
Fifty years ago
Locals that took a trip into the
Ann Dunn, Lusanne Lilly,
foothills of the German Alps .Frankie McNutt and Franklin Rickincluded Jim Ray. Kate Lochte, man, all of Murray, were among
Theresa Underhill, Noelle Jedan, 28 students at Murray State ColJames Lockwood. Heather Jedan. lege who had perfect 4-point standMelony Cron. and Janet Brewer.
ings for the first semester.
In high school basketball. MurHazel is One of 27 towns in
ray High Lady Tigers beat Hick- Kentucky to be approved for projman in. overtime 61-57. Renee ect of water supply and sewerHornbuckle scored 27 points. Mur- age treatment plants under Accelray High beat— Hickman 63-57. erated Public Works Program.
James Foster had a game-high 26 Their approval was $7,547.
points.
Sixty years ago
Thirty years ago
Bob Wade, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis and R.I. Wade. of Murray. is serving
Irma G. LaFollette, chairman of with the Army at Camp San Luis
the board of the Housing Author- at Obisto, Calif.
ity of Murray, broke ground in
Installed as officers of. United
recognition -of beginning construc- Council of Church Women at
tion of a I4-unit ,housing prOject. World Day of Prayer program at
Annie Willis will celebrate her First Christian Church were Mrs.
103rd birthday Feb. 27. at Fern B.F. Scherffius, Mrs. Harrywaxl
'Terrace Lodge. She was born Gray and Mrs. Yandall Wrather.
March I. 1880.

COMICS / FEATURES
Lovi▪ ng grandfather is hurt
by sudden silent treatment
DEAR ABBY: My two adult
granddaughters have rejected me,
their doting grandfather. Their
father gave me this explanation:
"They are uncomfortable with the
way you rub their shoulders and
necks."
These girls and both parents
have misinterpreted my innocent
expressions
of affection.
which haven't
changed since
the girls were
little.
The
only change
is in their perception of my
actions.
I am devastated.
asked twice to
meet
with
By Abigail
these family
Van Buren
members to
discuss their concerns. It has-been
three months: no meeting time
has been offered. There has been
no contact, and neither girl has
called me for any reason this year.
I can't just stop loving those
with whom I have 'forged a 20year bond of affection. How can
this ruptbre be repaired? -- GRIEVING GRANDDAD
DEAR GRIEVING GRANDDAD: Clearly, there is a need for
some professional mediation here,
provided your granddaughters and
their parents are willing. Obviously something has made your
granddaughters uncomfortable, and
-the rupture won't heal until it can
be discussed openly.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: Lately I have
noticed that people are bringing
their dogs shopping with them.
I'm not talking about service dogs.
but pets.
The other day,a woman brought
her doi into the grocery store.
While I'll admit the little thing
looked cute sitting in the • shopping cart, someone else's food
will be in that cart next, and who

William F.
Bill (1846),
Gleason
lriny Cash

•411,11.111

DEAR ABBY: I am responding to your answer to "Lost, Alone
and Worried in Urbana, III." (Dec.
26), the young girl who is being
made to teach her younger, learning-disabled brother how to read.
You were right in advising her
to talk to her school counselor.
However, you should have emphasized strongly to her that it is a
•
MUST.
The school counselor is part
of a guidance team that evaluates students with learning differences and strategizes ways to support the student and family. The
parents are part of the team and
attend meetings requested by the
teacher, counselor or the parents
themselves. Al! 'conversations are
confidential.
This may help the sister understand that she will .not be blamed
for anything. She is in a difficult
position. and you were right to
suppose that the parents may be
frustrated and looking for help.
It may be exactly what this family needs to get back on track. - LOUISE B.. ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL.COUNSELOR
DEAR LOUISE B.: I appre.elate your input, and I hope the
girl who wrote sees your letter.

Today In History.
By the AssOlated Press
Today is Monda ;Feb. 25, the
56th day of 301,3. There are 309
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 25, 1913, the 16th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, giving Congress the power
to levy and collect income. taxes,
was declared in effect **cmtary of State Philander Chase Knox.
On this date:
In 1836. inventor Samuel Colt
patented his revolver.
In 1862, Nashville. Tenn.,
became the first Confederate state

Williams was found dead in his
New York hotel suite; he was 71.
In 1986, President Ferdinand
Marcos fled the Philippines after
20 years of rule in the wake of
a tainted election. Corazon Aquino
assumed the presidency.
Ten years, ago: Chief U.N.
weapons inspector Hans Blix said
Inuhwas. showing new signs of
real cooperation, but President
George W. Bush was dismissive,
predicting Saddam Hussein would
try to "fool the world one more
time." Roh Moo-hyun became
South Korea's new president.
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CORA 'MONKS I NEW TO
WORK ON My TEMPER...

TO MODIFY IT

7-

I'0 LIKE TO MAKE IT QUICKER,
SHARPER AND MORE SARCASTIC,
BUT THAT'S IMPOSSIBLE

IT'S THERE
FOR A
REASON
Dear
Readers:
Here is this
is
SOUND OFF,
about drivers
not
using
their turn signal:
'As a retired state highway
patrolman. I am disgusted by the
number of drivers who, for some
whether it's through
reason
ignorance. stupidity or just arrogance — fail to use a turn signal to let other drivers know their
intentions. Even fellow highway
patrolmen, deputies and police
officers in marked squad cars are
guilty of this. Why are these officers not enforcing the traffic laws
that they are sworn to enforce,
and are we not required to learn
that portion of the driver's license
handbook! Your column reaches
so manyreaders that other media
miss, so please ask everyone to
be considerate enough of others
to abide by the traffic laws. —
Retired Mississippi Highway
Patrolman"
I hear you loud and clear!
This is one of my pet peeves.
too! In the same area

by
Heloise

-07 'con-

DEAR DOCTOR K: Every
few months I throw out my back.
Are there any exercises I can do
to strengthen my back and prevent this from happening?
DEAR READER:-Exercise is
.a great Way to prevent repeat
episodes of low back pain. The
right exercise program will help
you build strong, flexible muscles that will be less prone to
injury.
Until
about a century ago, most
human beings
were physically active
most of the
day. The great
majority
of
U.S. citizens
lived
(and
By •
worked) on
Dr. Anthony
farms,
and
that involved
Komaroff
a lot of walking and hftAg. You may think
of lifting as
inly involving the
arms, but lifting mething heavy
involves using the back, abdominal and leg muscles as well.
Our muscles were built to support a life of frequent physical
activity -- particularly a lot of
walking and lifting. But that's a
life few of us have today, so our
muscles tend to get weak and
stiff.
Weak muscles --. particularly
weak back and abdominal muscles -- cause or worsen many
cases of low, back pain. Siretching and strengthening both your
back and abdominal muscles can
help prevent a recurrence of the
problem.
You'll want to focus on exercises that strengthen and stretch
the muscles that support your
spine. Strong abdominal or flexor muscles help people maintain
an upright posture. So do strong
extensor muscles, which run up
and down the full length of the,

Dr. Komaroff

tort lilleTV
25

I
MCI NAS GWEN RISE
TO A PHILOSOPHICAL.
QUESTION.

IF A SUBSTITUTE
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cern are drivers who leave the
turn signal on and i9ON'T turn.
I try to wait to be sure they do
turn before pulling out. — Heloise
FAST FASTS
Dear Readers: Ways to identify luggage:
* Decorate with colored electrical! tape.
-4 .Stencil a unique design on
it.
* Use fabric paint to identify it.
* Place colorful contact paptr
on it.
* Tie bright ribbon or a yarn
pompom on it.
What other things do you use
to easily identify your luggage?
.
Let me know.' — Heloise
CABINET CLEANING .1
Dear Heloise: What is your
suggestion for cleaning doors and
cabinet fronts? We have been
remodeling, and grimy hands are
all over our doors and cabinets.
Please help! — Kathemarie H.
•
in Louisiana
Happy to help. Kathemarief
Here is my easy-and-cheap solution: Mix I part vinegar (apple
cider or white) with 2 parts water.
Take it clean rag or a microfiber
cloth and 'submerge in the solution. Squeeze out excess liquid(you,.
never overwet,wood). Wipe the
cabinet surfacks, then dry the
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Do the crawl, say
Mutilate
"Keen"
Heart or liver
Ocean arm
"Beauty and the Beast" beauty
Watson's friend
Bullring cheer
Angers
Floored, in a bout
Back muscle, for short
Absorb
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Expensive beads on a necklace
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Built
Everything
"The Hobbit" baddies
Murdered
Small body of land
Spyri heroine
Saloon orders
Easy gait
9
Swift jets
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back. They help.maintain the alignment of the vertebrae, the bones
of your spine. In addition, two
long muscles that run from the
lower vertebrae to the hips and
the buttock muscles help support
the back during walking. standing and sitting.
I've put illustrations and
descriptions of four back-strengthening exercises on my website,
AskDoctorK.com.
Stretching ,es'ezinally important for a person plagued by back
problems. Supple. well-stretched
muscles are less prone to injury.
Indeed, shorter, less-flexible muscle and connective tissues restrict
joint mobility and increase the likelihood of sprains and strains.
Stretch regularly but gently. •
Don't bounce, as that can cause
injury. Beginners should start by
holding the stretch for a short
time and gradually build up to
roughly 30-second stretches over
time.
In addition to exercises that
increase the strength and flexibility of your lower back, you
should engagein regular aerobic
exercise. It has many benefits for
general health and also helps prevent back pain. Choose activities
that are low in risk and high in
benefit for your back. Swimming,
walking and bicycling lead the
list.
Talk to your doctor about working with a physical therapist. He
or she can help design a safe
and effective exercise program
for you. And remember the golden rule about any exercise program: Stop if it becomes painful.
Exercise is meant to help, not
hurt. Talk to your doctor or physical therapist about how to deal
with any pain you're having.
(Dr. Komaroff is a .physician
and professor at Harvard Med-.
ical School. To seed questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

cabinets with a clean cloth. This
should be safe for most finishes,
but be sure to test in a small,
inconspicuous spot first. Want to
know what other household cleaners you can easily make at home?
I have put together a pamphlet
with all of my homemade cleaning solutions. To order, send $5
and a long, self-addressed;
stamped (66 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Cleaners,
P.O.
Box
795001, San Antonio, 7X 782795001. Did you know that vinegar alone is great for cleaning
buildup off barbecue grills, removing burned-on food in pots and
for removing decals and price
tags? — Heloise
PARTY PLACEMENT
Dear Heloise: For years, I've
held large parties in my home.
Oye,r time, I have found a way
to save time and eliminate the
stress of setting up by creating
labels for each platter. Once I
have chosen the dish or platter
for each entree or side dish, I
place it where it would go when
the table is set. Vying utensils
are placed next to them. You'd
never believe how much easier
it is to organize a party when
you are ahead of the game. —
Michele, via fax
(c)20I3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Exercise and stretching prevent
recurrence of low back pain

Hints From Heloise
capital to be occupied by the
North during the Civil War.
In 1901, United States Steel
Corp. was incorporated by J.P. Morgan.
In 1943, Allied troops reoccupied the Kasserine Pass after clashing with German troops during
World War 11.
...pn 1063. Abe, U.S. Supreme
Court, in Edwards v. South Carolina, upheld 8-1 the right of civil
rights demonstrators to peacefully protest outside the South Carolina State House.
In 1983, playwright' Tennessee
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knows where that dog's feet have
been?
Why does management allow
this? I'm willing to. bet money
that if I were to bring my pit
bull, "Bruiser," inside the grocery
store with me. I'd be stopped
immediately. Talk about a double
stancfard. I welcome your comments. -- ASKANCE IN POWAY.
DEAR ASKANCE: You should
speak to the store manager and
ask why it was permitted, because
I was under the impression that
health laws do not permit canines
inside establishments that sell food
-- unless they are service dogs.
"Bruiser" might be unwelcome not
because of his size, but because
there is concern about the bfeed's
reputation.
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1ST REGION BOYS
BASKETBALL

Calloway Co.
. prepared for
MURRAY STATE 73, SOUTH DAKOTA STATE 62

round one,
Hunter returns
LA KERS GET
FAVORABLE DRAW
IN ROUND ONE

By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
The Lakers are set to kick off
the 1st Region Tournament after
a favorable draw saturday morning.
Calloway County opens
round one of the tournament
tonight at 6 p.m. at the CFSB
Center.
And after upsetting Marshall
County last Thursday night to
District
4th
the
clinch
Tournament title the Lakers
received more good news when
they drew Paducah Tilghman at
Saturday mornings regional
draw.
The Lakers have beaten
Paducah Tilghman in all three
meetings this season. The most
recent was a 64-54 win at
Tilghman.
However, Calloway head
coach Bruce Lane said their success against the Blue Tornado
this year doesn't mean they are
automatically advancing to the
next round.
"We're just taking it one
game at a time," he said."We all
know we have to take care of
business tomorrow night. It's a
team that can beat us if we don't
play well. If' we come out and
play well I think we can advance
but that's why I want the kids to
stay focused because it's definitely a team that can beat us."
Lane said his keys to success
remain the same as any other
game:t+le said they need to keep
playing with the same intensity
and confidence that has made
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times them successful this year.
"Tilghman is always hard to
win over South Dakota
73-62
a
ce•in
performan
22-point
his
following
Adams
Mark
Murray State point guard Isaiah Canaan speaks with ESPN analyst
in any tournament that you
beat
-pointer
3
a
releases
Moss
late for the win.(Below) Freshman Jeffery
State. Canaan and the Racers trailed by as many as 14 points before rallying
play them in." Lane said. "Our
made the shot.
two keys are still the same and
at the end of the shot clock as South Dakota State's Chad White defends. Moss
we talked about that again today.
the lead.
We have to compete as hard as
the
at
-up
stepping
"They are
we can and execute. If we do that
right time of the season," said
have no problem with anything
I
points
Fields, who scored eight
else if we just compete and try to
and added four rebounds.
execute the best that we can.
'They've been putting in a lot of
"And just play as hard as we
showit's
and
court
the
work off
can all the time. I think we have
ing on the court. CJ, coning in
done that of late and for most of
playing great defense and
the year. At times we didn't comdefengreat
was
getting
and
Stacy
basket
the
thought
attacking
By RICKY MARTIN
pete when we should have but
sively, he got some steals and 'other people open shots. Then
Sports Editor
are our two main keys. We
those
us
turned
what
great
really
playing
was
he's
that
Moss.
final . Ramada
the
In
have to come out ready to play
Worldwide Bracketbusters event around. right there when we defense, hitting open shots.
because they're going to be
"I. mean, they are taking on
in school history, Isaiah Canaan made the run to get the game
to play. It's one of the betready
break,
a
need
around,"
we
back
when
turned
roles
big
was royalty.
in Kentucky as far
traditions
as
ter
by
trailed
that."
The Racers
and I credit them for
And while the All-American
ips go."
championsh
regional
the's.
as
both
in
probably
points
job
14
biggest
as
many
Moss'
on
player
was clearly the best
The Lakers, while young in
the floor in Murray State's 73-62 first and second halves, but wore came on the defensive end of the
age only starting one upperclassvictory over South Dakota State, down the Jackrabbits over the floor, where he grabbed four
men, are an experienced group
it's what the rest of the court did final 10 minutes behind the play boards and held South Dakota
with most of their players expeFields
the
—
Dexter
Wolters
guards,
five
Nate
State star
around their king that earned the of all
postseason play since
riencing
—.
scorer
leading
third
included.
.country's
victory.
the
Racers
in middle school.
they
were
e
15
with
four-minut
Wilson finished
in check for a
Canaan scored a game-high
he is not worried
said
Lane
seven
had
rested.
'Moss
Canaan
while
while
points.
stretch
10
shooting
22 points on 5 for
about his team's confidence and
As big as the two freshmen
from 3-point range and added rebounds and seven points.
composure going into the
five assists, but it was a pair of including a deep 3-pointer at the were, bgwever, when the game
regional tournament since he has
freshmen and senior guard Stacy end of the shot clock with 7:25 needed to be won it was Canaan
players have been there and done
the
pushed
that
provided.
that
play
and Wilson
Wilson that helped Murray State left to
that
before.
to
14:56
with
62-56.
49-40
ahead
Racers
Trailing
before
—
game
the
get back in
"A couple have been playing
Ford, who has come on play, Wilson nabbed one of his
Canaan would seal it.
since eighth grade," he said.
. "We really had some guys strong over the past three weeks, four steals then found Moss who
"They are more like juniors
step up tonight." Murray State finished with four points and a dished it to Canaan for 3.
instead of sophomores and
After a 3-pointer from
head coach Steve Prohm said. pair of assists, but was instruMichael (Arnett) is more like a
and
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defensivel
nearly
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mental
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grade
take
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push
final
State's
Murray
I
bench.
the
off
extremely well
games under their belt and a two
or three regional tournaments
before. It shouldn't be a big
shock to be playing in here
because they've done that before
so it should help them."
In addition to the news of
drawing Tilghman in the opening round the Lakerp are also
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,co vs Paducah Tilghman. 6
Butler scored 18 points and bling on a lot of our passes.
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1:7
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COLLEGE BASEBALL: MURRAY STATE 8, BOWLING GREEN 6

These businesses are

Treds sweep Bowling Green

cf

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Wnter
It was a much better weekend
the
for
Murray
State
Thoroughbreds.
After coming out on the
wrong end of a sweep last weekend at Central Arkansas, Murray
State completed a sweep of
Bowling Green Sunday at
Reagan Field to push its recoLt_J
to 4-3 on the season.
Murray-State rallied from a 65 deficit in Sunday's finale to
score an 8-6 victory after a 2-1
win Saturday.
• '"I feel a lot better today
• then I
did a week ago," Murray State
head coach Rob McDonald said.

"Probably the biggest improvement is that our pitchers are
going after people. We've
preached rto them — we've
threatened them — that they better fear the battered ball than the
walk.
"It help? the team play. You
play better defense. It helps you
hit better when you're not standing out there for an eternity."
Sunday's standout pitching
performance came from freshman Andrew Bramley, who
worked four innings of scoreless
relief giving up just two hits as
the Louisville native scored his
first collese save.
Murray jumped out to a 5-0

lead Sunday as leftfielder Ty
Stetson led off with a single, two.
Thoroughbreds walked, two
more got on base due to, a wild
pitch and a BoWling Green error
and Murray got a big three-run
double from catcher Dalton_
West.
"g•
Bowling Green plated a run
in the third before they cha.sed
Murray starter Alex GOrdon in
the fourth - plating five runs off
Gordon and reliever Sheldon
Baxter. Bowling Green's T.J.
Losby had a two-run single.
But Murray answered in the
bottom of the fourth. Greg Guest
and,Paul Ritzheimer Eath singled for the 'Breds, before Ty

Stetson doubled scoring Guest
and Rirzheimer scored a ground
out by Brandon Elliott.
Murray scored again in the
seventh on a single by Taylor
MathewS a single from West,
another double from West and an
RBI single from Guest.
Murray I'M four errors on-thiN•._
day but made-just enough defensive plays in the'closing innings
to preserve the win.
"There are no good times for
errors — but there are certainly
good times for great defensive
plays," McDonald said."And we
d those. As we are out more —
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sive end,- Canaan said.' "I'm From Page 10A •
From Page 10A
•
7,231 in attendance, Wilson got sure a bunch of people wanted to the second half. .
another steal. This time he gave see us hold each other. I was try"Eight minutes into- the
it up to Canaan, who reversed ing to do whatever I can to help game, and I'll go back and
the ball back to Wilson for one my team win, and I knew if I watch the film, but if 1 was an
came out ready to play defense it analyst calling the game on telof his three, 3-pointers.
steal
by
.Another
Wilson with.. would show the rest of my team evision, eight minutes into the
12:01 left led to a Tunfout dunk 6 that they needed to play game I feel like the game is
for tile* senior, then Ford found defense."
probably over," he said.
As for South Dakota State "Because of the defensive misWilson for another slam just
seconds later after collecting a coach Scott Nagy, he said he takes that were being made,)
defensive rebound.
wasn't able to get the inatchup
"(UT-Martin) had a great
An Ed Daniel dunk cut the on Canaan he would have liked. shooting first half, but they
lead to two with 10:05 left, then
"Normally we would have 'were wide open shots. They are.
the senior forward gave Murray Nate on him, but Nate just great scorers, great shooters.
State a lead they wouldn't relin- couldn't move," he said. "Nate They are going to make wide
quish on a layup with 9:18 left.
hurt his back during the first half open shots. We didn't have the
Canaan -would take it from and he was just unable to move. same intensity and focus that
there.
That would have made a big dif- we had when we played'them
The senior scored nine points ference for us in terms of guard- the first time at Martin."
in the final five minutes, includ- ing Isaiah Canaan. The Skyhawks were 22'for
ing back-to-back layups late in
"I Mean, I'm not knocking 55 from -the field against the
the shot clock to hand Murray Isaiah Canaan, we know he's a Racers, including 10 for 24
State its 20th
of the season. great player. But if we could from 3-point range.
It was also the 10501Juitt all- have had Nate, healthy on him at
UT-Martin went on a 24-3
time for Canaan, Daniel and 6-foot-4, it would have been run after the Racers cut the lead
Jordan Burge, making them the
maybe a little bit tougher for to six, effectively ending all of
winningest sAnjor.
. class in
Murray State history.'
Murray State shin 49.2 per"This was a terrific win,"
cent
from the field compared to
Prohm said."We fought through
South
Dakota State's 48.1, with
some adversity in the first half
down 14, fought through some 'the difference really coming in
adversity in the second • half the second half.
The Jackrabbits were just 3
down 14, and that just goes as
creclit to our guys and their for 10 from 3-point range in the
,•„-, .. fin* 'me and shot.
wiH."
Wolters finished 'with -18 fro
points on 7 for 10 shocting,-and 52 percent to the first.- •• • •
"I think that was the biggest
the senior was guarded for most
of the night by Canaan, a difference in the game," Prohm
matchup the Murray State guard said. "The shots they made durSaid he's sure.a lot of people* ing the first half, we did a good
job defending in the second. I
wanted to re.
"I told coach,''Let me push think we wore them down and
myself a little bit on the defen- that made the difference."

Murray State's comeback
hopes.
"You just can't make, that
many defensive mistakes,"
Cross said. "You've got to play
great defense to slow them
down. You go look at the -last
time we played them (an 82-72
Murray State win) and they
scored 72 points. But it's how
those points came about and
the easy looks thai they got.
'It's demoralizing to watch
the other team hit four or five,
3's when yoit are failing to
score. at the other end, and I
just think that was the difference in the game."
Rekeisha Bryant was the
only player to record a doubledouble, as the UT-Martin forward finished with 13 points
and 15 rebounds. She was also
just two blocks away from a
triple-double, finishing with
eight swats.
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"Because We Care-

• Oil Change, Full Service
• A/C Service
• Brake Service
• Coolant Flush
• Diagnostics
• Engine Oil Flush

•Fuel Injection Service
• Power Steering Flush
• Engine Repair/Replacement
•Tire Rotation
• Tune Up - Betts & Roses
• Transmission Service

507 South 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071
7C,E.
•

,
• T.7w-444,31.•
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Mart's Grave

Sand
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We Instal Septic Tanks, Bald Dnveways & Excavate

2315 Hopkins Rd.• Almo, KY
s•

753-9899

Pick-Up or Delivery
Available

Hours: Mon.-Fn. 7arn-4pm
Now Aerating °edit/Debit Cards
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RICKY MARTIN
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Murray State senior guard Mariah Robinson glides toward
the rim for a layup during the second half against UTMartin Saturday at the CFSB Center.
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FISH DAY!!!
NOW IS THE TIME FOR STOCKING!

619 South 4th Street • 753-6831

'Channel Catfish 'Largemouth Bass •Redear •Bluegill (Bream)
'Minnows 'Black Crappie if Avail )'Grass Carp •Koi 'Hybrid Catfish

Southern States in Murray, KY
eillik) Saturday, March 9th from 11:00 - 12:00 NOON!
To Place An Order Call. 1-800-247-2615
www.farleysfishfarm corn

/157.•

c15111
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Hours: 7.30 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday - Friday

IIICLOSETMAID* OF MURRAY
Lifetime Warranty
Complete
Garage Sales
Base Cabinets
Installed
Shutters & Blinds
Shelving

MIMS ARKANSAS PONDSTOCKERS INC.

WOOD Electronics Inc.
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Serving Calloway Countyfor 23 years!
We are proud to offer the
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

Murray State fre man guard CJ Ford drives to the rim
against South Dakota State Saturday night at the CFSB
Center. Ford was instrumental in the Racers 73-62
Bracketbusters victory over the Jackrabbits, and has
come on strong over the past three weeks for Murray
State.

Mike & Jack Wood

753-9688

complete line of DISH
products including the new
Hopper Whole-Home HD
DVR.

403 Maple St(On the Court Square)

Murray, KY

WVAV.closetrnaid.com

NIS

4831 Poor Farm Rd.
Locally Owned To Better Serve You
"Jesus Owns It .41I"

DAVID TAYLOR
4C9-1111,
111/101.- alPt

II Boys

.• •

From Page 10A
knee injury in the 4th District
Tournament against Murray
.gh last week. He did not return
ir that game and saw limited
action during the championship
win against Marshall County as
well.
But Lane said he is back to
full strength and the Lakers
should be happy to see him back
as he is leading them in 3-point
shooting and rebounding. -

Carlisle County and St. May
round out the night at 745 p.m.
On the other side of the
bracket is 4th District runner up,
Marshall County going against
Graves County and Lone Oak
against Fulton City, both games
are set for tip Tuesday night.
Graves and Marshall play at 6
p.m. with Lone Oak and Fulton
City finishing the night at 7:45
P.m.

Jeep le

270-753-0530
MurravDISH.com

cl:sh
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COLLEGE SOFTBALL

SPORTS

Murray Ledger & Times

Racer softball splits on Saturday

(
ig°R135aR‘Mi
Sponsored by

Stuart Alexander
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State softball
team tell in their day two opener or the Arkansas Invitational
on Saturday to host Arkansas,
8-O, but bounced back with a 41 win over Louisiana-Monroe
in the backend of a doubleheader.
In game one, tts Racers (25) and 'the Razolbacks were
scoreless for the first three

innings, despite two hits by
MSU. HoWever,'Arkansas(104) notched two runs in the
fourth and five in the fifth to
put the Racers at 7-0 disacixantage. Arkansas added one more
run in the top of the sixth to end
the game via the 8-run rule.
The four Murray State hies
were spread out over four different players in the game,
including Mo Ramsey, Leslie

Bridges, Sarah Anderson and
Shelbey Miller. CheyAnne
Gaskey took the loss for the
Racers to fall to 0-2 on the year,
after allowing five runs off of
seven hits with three strikeouts
over 5.2 innings of work.
In the second game, the contest was' once again scoreless
through three, as neither team
was able to get runners across
the plate. klowever, the Racers

finally found their offensive
stroke in the fourth with four
bigfuns in the inning,
Miller got the scoring started
for _Murray State with a two
RBI double that scored Alexa
Becker and Casey Castile, who
reached base via a single and
double; respectively.
The
Racers added two more runs
later in the frame via a fly out to
center from Ramsey..

PIZEP SWIMMING

Murray High takes 18th at state

DAVID RAMEY / Ledger & Times

The Murray High swim team finished 18th at the stige
meet this weekend in Louisville.

Staff Report
Murray High finished 18th in
the KHSAA state swimming
championships at the University
of Louisville's • Ralph Wright
Natatoriuin.
Daniel McGee became the
first MHS male swimmer to finish in the top eight at the state
meet — finishing seventh in
Saturday's 500 freestyle final
after lowering his school record
and personal best time in Friday's
preliminaries. He also finished
12th in the 200 freestyle event.
The girls 200 freestyle relay
foursome of Megin J. Wilson,
Megan M. A.
filson7*by Gibson
and Nicole McGree finished
14th:
Other individual swims came
from Megan J. Wilson in the 100 -

backstroke, placing 20th and in
the 200 freestyle placing 28th.
In the 100 yard butterfly
event, Cyrus Nabavi placed 17th
and Eb Weber came in 23rd.
The girls 400 ffeestyle relay
team, made up of 7th grader
Neely Gibson, and freshmen
Abby Gibson, Megan J. Wilson,
Megan M. Wilson, and Nicole
McGee placed2arci.'
The boys 200 & 400 freestyle
relay teams placed 26th & 17th
respectively. Swimmers for the
boys relays included -McGee.Nabavi, Weber, Trent Lyons and
7th gradcr alternate, Will
Shelton.,
As the Tigers look to the
2013-14 season, Murray loses
just one senior swimmer on both
the boys and,girls side.

•Baseball...
From Page 11A
as we have more games — some
of those errors will take care of
themselves. We will keep working on fundamentals — throwing
and catching — and get very polished."
Baxter got the win in relief,
while Trevor Blaylock took the
, loss for the Falcons.
On Saturday, Murray pushed
across two runs in the opening
inning that stood up for the win
after Stetson doubled and
Brandon Elliott put down a sacrifice bunt that was thrown away,
allowing Stetson to score and
Elliott to reach second. After a
wild pitch, Dylan Wheeler plated

a run with a groundout to first.
Starter Cameron Finch scattered seven hits over 6 2/3
innings and got relief help from
Murray High product Brock
Downey who worked 2.1
innings of spotless work to earn
his first college save.
"I was real proud of our
guys," McDonald said. "I
thought we came to play all
weekend. We got some good
pitching - some timely hitting.
And we made some phenomenal
defensive plays."
Murray visits national power
Kentucky Tuesday before returning home Friday for a threegame series with Canisius.

Photo courtesy of MSU

Murray State swept Bowling Green Sunday.

Athleeps

1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray, Kentucky
stlevinciettilk‘ith com
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(270)753-4703
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PREP BOYS BASKETBALL
1st REGION TOURNAMENT
TODAY
Callovy.Co vs Paducah Tilghman 6
p.m
Carlisle Co. vs. St Mary 7 45 p.m
TUESDAY
Graves Co vs MarshaN Co.,8 p.m.
Lone Oak vs Fulton City, 7:45 p.m.
2nd REGION TOURNAMENT
TODAY
Webster Co vs Hopkinsville, 6 pm
Madisonville-North Hopkins vs
Hopkinsvolle 7 30 pl.
TUESDAY
Trigg Co vs Caldwell Co 6 pm
Henderson Co vs Chnstn Co 7 30
pm

PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL
1st REGION TOURNAMENT
WEDNESDAY
Graves Co_ vs Lone Oak, 6 p m
Murray High vs Hickman Co 7 45 p IJ
THURSDAY
Marshall Co vs Carlisle Co 6 pm
34aylveld vs Paducah Tilghman, 7 45
pm
2nd REGION TOURNAMENT
WEDNESDAY
Livingston Central vs Madtsonvill-Nodh
Hopkins. 6 pm
Henderson Co vs Christian Co. 7 45
pm
THURSDAY
University Heights vs Webster Co
7 45 p m
Caldwell Co vs ytebster Co 745 pm

A law
year agi
parties

OVC TRACK

Racers finish
4th at OVC's
24.30 in the 200.
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State women's
Tonia Pratt followed up her
track & .field team finished in title on Friday in the weight
fourth place at the OVC Indoor throw with a career-high toss of
Championships hosted by ,47'-3.75" in the shot put on
Eastern Illinois on Friday and Saturday and placed second for
Saturday. The Racers finished the Racers._ Kiara Austin Also
with a total of 87 team points. registered a new PR, placing
EIU finished just ahead of the fourth in the triple jump with a
Ricers
with
88
points, jump of 38'-5".
Tennessee State was second
The Racers got a pair of topwith 95 points and Southeast 10 finishes in distance events.
Missouri was crowned team Emma Gilmore ran a career-best
Cltampion with a total of 101
time of 2:16.5 in the 860
points. •
meters and placed fourth, while
Highlighting the day for the
Abbie Oliver broke her PR in
Racers ,was Sharda Bettis'
the 3,000 with a time, of
school *record in the 60-meter
10:23.77 and finished seventh at
hurdles. Bettis took home the
OVC title in the event with a the meet. Murray State finished the
career-best time of 8.44.-Bettis
meet
with a fourth-place finish
placed fifth in the 60for MSU as
well. LaShea Shaw was fourth in the 4x400 meter relay.. The
in the 60 hurdles, running a new team of Natalie Pattin, Bettis,
Shaw and Love finished with a
PR time of 8.63.
All-American Alexis Love time of 3:55.20 in the relay.
The Racers will travel to
took home a pair of secondplace finishes on Saturday for Birmingham, Ala., next weekthe Racers. Love set a new sea- end for the UAB Last Chhnce
son-best time in the 60 dash with Meet in their final meet before
Indoor
NCAA
a time of 7.53 ih the event. Love the
followed that up with a time of Championships March 8-9.

Thimk...Purchase Rewards
Turn Everyday
Purchases into Cash.
Use Your
FNB Debit Card!
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Click

to add offers to your
FNB debt card
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cash back — at the
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Most Technologically Advanced Car in its Class
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www.ThinkFNB.com
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400 North 12th Street • Murray • 270-753 6448
www.davidtaylorchrysler.com
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'Ask about account elgibiltty

Start earning rewards todayr Ask us how!
1304 Chestnut Street, Suite E
(270)767-1240

